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This thesis proposes a method of finding initial parameter estimates in the Log ACD1
model for use in recursive estimation. The recursive estimating equations method is
applied to the Log ACD1 model to find recursive estimates for the unknown parame-
ters in the model. A literature review is provided on the ACD and Log ACD models,
and on the theory of estimating equations. Monte Carlo simulations indicate that
the proposed method of finding initial parameter estimates is viable. The parameter
estimation process is demonstrated by fitting an ACD model and a Log ACD model
to a set of IBM stock duration data.
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1.1.1 High Frequency Data
High frequency time series data are data collected at high frequencies over time. Such data
have become relevant across multiple fields due to technological advancements in data col-
lection and data storage. For instance, in the medical field, electrocardiogram (ECG) data
are sampled in real time at frequencies exceeding 100 cycles per second (Hejjel and Roth ,
2004). In recent years, programmers have developed software to extract real time informa-
tion on user preferences from websites. The classification of data as ”high frequency data”
depends upon the application. In medicine, some medical devices provide high frequency
data sampled every second. In transportation, data on traffic volume and congestion can
be collected every 90 seconds (Vlahogianni, Karlaftis, and Kepaptsoglou , 2010). Our focus
is on high frequency financial data, which is readily available for analysis. Yan and Zivot
(2003) define high frequency financial data as financial observations taken at a time scale
finer than once per day.
Financial databases once recorded only daily data on the opening or closing character-
istics markets. Now, an increasing number of databases contain real-time information on
the time and associated characteristics (e.g., price and volume) of every transaction. These
transaction-by-transaction financial data are collected at a time scale much finer than once
per day. The unique nature of high frequency financial data prompted the development of
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new methods of statistical modeling. Typically, high frequency financial data arrive over
irregularly spaced time intervals. In other words, the duration of time between consecutive
data points is not uniform; data may arrive rapidly, separated by short durations, or arrive
slowly, with long durations between each arrival time (Pacurar , 2008).
Traditional discrete time series methods divided data points into fixed time inter-
vals prior to analysis. These fixed-interval models were the first models used to ana-
lyze transaction-by-transaction financial data. However, the selection of a suitable time
interval for structuring data presents certain problems. In addition to arriving over irregu-
larly spaced time intervals, high frequency financial data tend to display varying patterns
of intra-day and intra-week behavior. For instance, stock market activity tends to peak
around opening and closing times of the market (Yan and Zivot , 2003). Dividing obser-
vations into short time intervals is suitable for the periods of high market activity; but in
the periods of low market activity, could result in heteroskedasticity due to the presence
of intervals that contain no additional information. Conversely, dividing observations into
long time intervals would risk the loss of information contained in rapidly arriving data
(Engle and Russell , 1998).
The problem with using fixed-interval models to analyze irregularly spaced time series
data spurred Engle and Russell (1998) to propose a nonlinear model for the time intervals,
or durations. This model, called the Autoregressive Conditional Duration (ACD) model,
is a special case in the class of generalized duration models proposed by Thavaneswaran,
Ravishanker, and Liang (2014).
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1.1.2 The Interest in Durations
In financial applications, the interest in durations stems from the idea that the time be-
tween events in high frequency data contain valuable information. An event may be defined
as a single transaction, as a price change exceeding a certain amount, or as some other char-
acteristic of interest. Engle and Russell (1998) argue that clusters of high activity versus
low activity, indicated by short durations versus long durations between events, can reveal
information about the market microstructure. For instance, Easley and O’Hara (1992)
suggest that the release of information into the stock market increases the number of in-
formed traders in the market. Thus, a cluster of short durations between transactions could
indicate the response of traders to new information in the market. The tendency for both
short durations and long durations to be followed by durations of similar length is known
as ”clustering” (Pacurar , 2008).
Models for high frequency duration data are important across multiple fields. A con-
siderable body of literature exists on the study of time intervals between heartbeats and
neural spikes (Paninski 2010). In transportation, studying the duration of traffic congestion
can aid officials in determining the time costs of traffic delays (Vlahogianni, Karlaftis, and
Kepaptsoglou , 2010). Vlahogianni, Karlaftis, and Kepaptsoglou (2010) used the ACD




Formally, durations are defined as the time between two consecutive events. Let ti be the
time of occurrence for the ith event. Then, the ith duration is defined as the time interval
between the events occurring at times ti and ti−1:
xi = ti − ti−1 (1)
Since xi are waiting times, {xi} must be a non–negative sequence of random variables.
1.2.2 Point Processes
A time series of durations generated from high frequency events arriving over time can be
viewed as one realization of a temporal point process (i.e., a random process that generates
points on the time axis). Point processes can be represented in one of several ways. In
particular, point processes can be thought of as a time series of cumulative event counts, as
a binary time series, or as a duration series. Each of these representations contains enough
information to derive the others. Thus, given a sequence of durations, we can derive in-
formation about the number of events that have occurred and the arrival time of each event.
Mathematically, consider a sequence of events arriving over time, where the arrival times
of each event are given by the sequence {t0, t1, ..., tn}, and t0 ≤ t1 ≤ ... ≤ tn. Multiple events
may occur at the same time. The time series of durations {xi}ni=1 is one way to represent
the process. We can also define N(s) to be the number of events that have occurred by time
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s, where s ∈ [0, S] and S is the time of the last observation. N(s) is the series of cumulative
event counts over continuous time (Pacurar , 2008). At any given s ∈ [0, S], an event either
occurs if s = ti ∈ {t1, ..., tn}, or does not occur. Define the binary time series indicating
event occurrence as events = {1 if s = ti ∈ {t1, ..., tn} and 0 otherwise}. The value of N(s)
at any given time s ∈ [0, T ] is equivalent to the number of event occurrences between 0
and s. The sequence of durations is equivalent to the time between each event occurrence.
Thus, there is a direct relationship between the time series of counts N(s), the sequence of
arrival times {ti}ni=0, and the sequence of durations {xi}ni=1 (Brillinger and Guttorp , 2002).
In many cases, additional information is stored along with the arrival time of each event.
These cases are known as marked point processes, and each additional piece of information
is called a mark. Define {M0,M1, ...,Mn} to be the sequence of marks associated with the
arrival times {t0, t1, ..., tn}. Then, the marked point process may be represented via the
time series of durations and marks {(xi,Mi) where i = 1, 2, ..., n}. Though we focus on the
analysis of durations data {xi, i = 1, 2, ..., n} alone, we note that it is possible to jointly
model durations and their associated marks.
Consider a point process denoted by the sequence of durations {xi}ni=1. Let Fxi−1 denote
the information associated with the sequence of durations up to time ti−1, including dura-
tions {x1, x2, ..., xi−1} as well as any additional information associated with the durations
(Pacurar , 2008). Point processes may evolve “without after-effects,” in which case the
value of the process at any time ti is independent of its value at any previous point. Alter-
natively, point processes may evolve “with after-effects,” in which case there is a non-zero
5
time dependence between the value of the point process at time ti and the value of the point
process at prior times. The ACD model developed by Engle and Russell (1998) considers
point processes expressed as time series of durations (and marks) that evolve with after-
effects. Duration modeling is one way to understand not only the sequence of durations
over time, but also the sequence of arrival times of events and information associated with
the arrival with those events.
1.3 Organization
This thesis reviews the literature on parameter estimation in duration models, focusing on
parameter estimation in the class of Log ACD models introduced by Bauwens and Giot
(2000). Specifically, the Estimation Equations approach is studied (see section 2.2.2). The
thesis adds to the existing literature by deriving a method to find initial values for recursive
parameter estimation in the Log ACD1 model using the estimating equations approach pre-
sented by Thavaneswaran, Ravishanker, and Liang (2014). Additionally, a Monte Carlo
simulation study is conducted to test the viability of the method. We use a set of IBM
stock duration data to demonstrate the combined use of the initial values method and the
recursive estimating equations method in fitting two duration models to the data.
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief overview
of duration models and parameter estimation in duration models. Section 3 applies the
recursive estimating equations method to Log ACD models and derives a method to find
initial values for the Log ACD1 model. Section 4 presents the results of a Monte Carlo
simulation study of parameter estimation in the Log ACD models via estimating equations.
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Section 5 applies the estimating equations approach to fit duration models to a set of IBM
stock duration data. Section 6 concludes.
7
2 Background
2.1 A Brief Overview of Duration Models
2.1.1 The ACD Model
The ACD model is a non-linear model designed to capture the clustering effect often seen
in high frequency financial durations as well as the time dependence between durations in
point processes that evolve with after-effects (Engle and Russell , 1998).
Given a time series of durations xi = ti − ti−1, where i = 1, 2, .., the framework of the
ACD model assumes that the time dependence between the ith duration and prior durations
is completely explained by ψi, where ψi is the expectation of the duration xi given past
information associated with the durations, viz., Fxi−1. The basic ACD(1,1) model proposed
by Engle and Russell (1998) has the following form:
xi = ψiεi
ψi = E[xi|Fxi−1] = ω + αxi−1 + βψi−1 (2)
where the errors εi are assumed to be independent and identically distributed non-negative
random variables with E(εi) = 1 and density function fε; the unknown parameters are
θ = {ω, α, β}; and the conditions ω > 0, α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0, α + β < 1 are required to ensure
the non-negativity and weak stationarity of durations xi. In addition, Fxi−1 is assumed to
be independent from εi.
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Engle and Russell (1998) also proposed a more general ACD(p,q) model with the form
xi = ψiεi







where the unknown parameters are θ = (ω, α1, . . . , αp, β1, . . . , βq). The conditions ω > 0,




j=1 βj < 1, are again
required to ensure that the time series xi is non-negative and stationary.
2.1.2 The Log ACD Models
One drawback of the standard ACD(p,q) model is the requirement of non-negativity con-
straints on the model parameters to ensure positive-valued durations. Bauwens and Giot
(2000) proposed the Log ACD1 and Log ACD2 models to introduce a duration model with
more flexibility than the ACD model. Unlike the ACD model, the Log ACD models have no
positivity constraints on the model parameters, which facilitates the inclusion of exogenous
explanatory variables in the model. We give the form of the Log ACD models, following
the notation in Pacurar (2008).
The general Log ACD1(p,q) model has the following form:
xi = exp(ψi)εi
ψi = ω +
p∑
j=1







j=1 (αj + βj) < 1 is required to ensure weak stationarity.
The general Log ACD2(p,q) model has the following form:
xi = exp(ψi)εi












j=1 βj < 1 is required to ensure weak stationarity. In both Log ACD models, εi
are assumed to be independent and identically distributed non-negative random variables.
Variations of the ACD(p,q) and Log ACD(p,q) models may be derived by specifying
different density functions for εi and by varying the number of lags (p,q) to include in the
model. For instance, Engle and Russell (1998) considered exponential ACD (EACD) and
Weibull ACD (WACD) models.
2.1.3 Other Duration Models
Many other duration models evolved from the basic framework of the ACD model, includ-
ing the Stochastic Conditional Durations (SCD) model (Bauwens and Veredas , 2004) and
the fractionally integrated ACD model (Jasiak , 1998). For a more detailed survey on
existing duration models, see Pacurar (2008).
Thavaneswaran, Ravishanker, and Liang (2014) introduced a class of generalized du-
ration models that generalized the form of existing duration models in the literature. The
10
generalized duration model has the following form:
xi = h˜(Fxi−1, ψi, zi)εi, (6)
where h˜(Fxi−1, ψi, zi) is some function of past information Fxi−1, ψi, and zi. {ψi} = E[xi|Fxi−1]
is the conditional mean of data {xi}ni=1 given its associated information, and {zi} is a ran-
dom process independent of the information Fxi−1.
The ACD(p,q) model is a member of the class of generalized duration models with
h˜(Fxi−1, ψi, zi) = ψi. Likewise, the Log ACD(p,q) models are members of the class of
generalized duration models with h˜(Fxi−1, ψi, zi) = exp(ψi).
2.2 Parameter Estimation in Duration Models
2.2.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation in the ACD Model
Much of the literature on parameter estimation in the ACD(p,q) model focuses on maximum
likelihood methods. Given data {xi}ni=1 derived from the ACD(p,q) model with unknown
parameters θ = (ω, α1, . . . , αp, β1, . . . , βq), the likelihood of θ, equals the joint density
















If the correct specification of εi, (and hence, f(xi|xi−1, θ)) is known, then the condi-
tional maximum likelihood (ML) estimates can be derived by maximizing the conditional
log-likelihood function. Otherwise, quasi maximum likelihood (QML) estimates may be
obtained by choosing some distribution for εi and maximizing the conditional maximum
likelihood function using the chosen distribution of εi. For instance, Engle and Russell
(1998) use the conditional likelihood function of an ACD model with exponential εi to
derive quasi maximum likelihood estimates for the ACD model.
2.2.2 Estimating Equations (EE) Method
Although the likelihood function for the standard ACD(p,q) model can be derived if the
true distribution of εi is known, the distribution of εi is rarely known in reality. In the
ACD(p,q) case, the QML method provides a viable way to estimate model parameters, but
there are some duration models for which the QML and ML parameter estimation meth-
ods may not be feasible (Thavaneswaran, Ravishanker, and Liang , 2014). Thavaneswaran,
Ravishanker, and Liang (2014) recently proposed a recursive method for parameter estima-
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tion in the class of generalized duration models based on combined martingale estimating
equations. This provides an alternative approach to likelihood based methods for fitting
duration models.
Godambe (1985) first developed the martingale estimating equations approach to es-
timate parameters given data from some stochastic process. Based on this framework,
Thavaneswaran and Abraham (1988) developed linear estimating equations to estimate
parameters in nonlinear time series. Thavaneswaran, Ravishanker, and Liang (2014) ex-
panded upon these ideas by deriving optimal combined estimating equations based on both
linear and generalized martingale differences, and by proposing recursive estimating equa-
tions based on the combined estimating equations.
As discussed in Thavaneswaran, Ravishanker, and Liang (2014), given data {xi}ni=1
that is one realization of a stochastic process dependent upon some parameter θ ∈ RP , and
the information Fxi associated with {x1, . . . , xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, the P -dimensional martingale





where hi(θ) = hi(x1, . . . , xi,θ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n are Q-dimensional martingale differences with
P ≤ Q, and ai−1(θ) = ai−1(x1, . . . , xi−1,θ) are P × Q matrices. It is assumed that






′|Fxn−1] are nonsingular for all θ and for each n ≥ 1. E[gn(θ)gn(θ)′|Fxn−1]
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is further assumed to be positive definite for all θ. The optimal estimating function g∗n(θ)







































Solving the estimating equation g∗n(θ) = 0 yields the optimal estimate for the parameter
θ (Godambe , 1985).
Thavaneswaran, Ravishanker, and Liang (2014) defined the combined estimating func-





where ai−1(θ) = ai−1(x1, . . . , xi−1,θ), bi−1(θ) = bi−1(x1, . . . , xi−1,θ), mi(θ) = xi−µi(θ) are
martingale differences, andMi(θ) = q˜(mi(θ))−E[q˜(mi(θ))|Fxi−1] are generalized martingale
differences for i = 1, · · · , n. Various specifications for q˜(mi(θ)) may be chosen to yield
different generalized martingale differences. The first two conditional moments of {xi, i =
14











and the quadratic variation of mi(θ), quadratic variation of Mi(θ), and quadratic covaria-
tion of mi(θ) and Mi(θ) are respectively defined as






〈m,M〉i = E[mi(θ)q˜(mi(θ))|Fxi−1]. (11)
Using these definitions, Thavaneswaran, Ravishanker, and Liang (2014) derived the opti-




































































and the optimal recursive estimate for θ based on the combined estimating function:


































i−1 are given in
(12) and (13).
The recursive estimating equations method uses information on the first four conditional
moments of the observed process without requiring that the distribution of εi be specified,
and can be applied to the entire class of generalized duration models. Particularly, the
method can be used to estimate θ = ω, α1, . . . , αp, β1, . . . , βq in the ACD(p,q) and Log
ACD(p,q) models. Since the ith recursive estimate of θ, θ̂i, depends upon its previous
estimate θ̂i−1, the results of the method are affected by the initial values chosen for θ̂1.
Thus, the first step to using the recursive estimating equations method is to find a viable
method to determine initial parameter values given data {xi}ni=1. In the next section, we
derive a method to determine initial parameter values in the Log ACD1 model.
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3 Parameter Estimation and Initial Values in the Log
ACD Models
3.1 Recursive Estimation in the Log ACD Models
Recall the Log ACD1(p,q) and Log ACD2(p,q) models defined in (4) and (5). Given the
mean, variance, third central moment, and fourth central moment of εi denoted respectively
by µε, σ
2
ε , γε, and κε, the conditional mean, variance, third central moment, and fourth






















Consider the quadratic generalized martingale difference Mi with q˜(mi(θ)) = mi(θ)
2. The
martingale difference mi(θ) and the quadratic martingale difference Mi(θ) are given by
mi(θ) = xi − µi(θ) = xi − µε exp(ψi)
Mi(θ) = mi(θ)
2 − σi(θ)2 = (xi − µε exp(ψi))2 − σ2ε exp(2ψi)
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with the corresponding quadratic variations and quadratic covariation (see (9)-(11))
〈m〉i = σ2ε exp(2ψi)
〈M〉i = (κε − σ4ε) exp(4ψi)
〈m,M〉i = γε exp(3ψi).
Using these results, it is possible to show (see (12)-(14)) that
ρ2i =
σ2ε(κε − σ4ε)
σ2ε(κε − σ4ε)− γ2ε
ηi =
γε




























Recursive estimates for the parameters θ = (ω, α1, . . . , αp, β1, . . . , βq) in the Log ACD1
and Log ACD2 model can then be derived using equations (15)-(16), where ψi is defined
according to the Log ACD1 or Log ACD2 model, respectively.
1
1 For computational ease, all partial derivatives in the recursive estimation procedure may
be written in terms of ∂ψi∂θ , where
∂ψi
∂θ equals (1, log xi−1, . . . , log xi−p, ψi−1, . . . , ψi−q) or
(1, xi−1exp(ψi−1) , . . .
xi−p
exp(ψi−p)
, ψi−1, . . . , ψi−q) for the Log ACD1(p,q) model or Log ACD2(p,q) model,
respectively.
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3.2 Initial Values for Parameter Estimation in the Log ACD1
Model
This section concerns the problem of finding initial values for the recursive estimating
equation method given data {xi}ni=1 in the Log ACD1 context. The basic approach con-
sists of rewriting the Log ACD1 model as an autoregressive (AR) process, then fitting the
AR model to the log-transformed data {log xi, i = 1, . . . , n}. The AR(m) model has the
following form:
xi = φ0 + φ1xi−1 + φ2xi−2 + . . .+ φmxi−m + wi, (17)
where φ0 = µ(1 − φ1 − ... − φm) can be considered the intercept of the process. For the
purposes of model fitting, wi is assumed to be independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) Gaussian white noise.
3.2.1 The Log ACD1(1,1) Case
Given data {xi}ni=1, we will show that the Log ACD1(1,1) model can be approximated using
an AR(m) process. The Log ACD1(1,1) model has the following form as per (4):
xi = exp(ψi)εi
ψi = ω + α log xi−1 + βψi−1, (18)
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where |α+β| < 1 and εi are i.i.d. and follow some distribution with positive support. The
unknown parameters are θ = {ω, α, β}. Taking the log transformation of xi, we have:
log xi = ψi + log εi. (19)
Since the observed data {xi, i = 1, . . . , n} are known, the values of xi and log xi are known.
Consider ψi:














Proof. For i = 1, set ψ0 = 0 and x0 = 1. Then,
ψ1 = ω + α log x0 + βψ0 = ω.
For i = 2,
ψ2 = ω + α log x1 + βψ1
= ω + α log x1 + βω















and (20) holds. Suppose that for i = k, where k ≥ 2, the following is true:














Consider i = k + 1. Then,
ψk+1 = ω + α log xk + βψk




































































which proves Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 implies that as per (19), given {xi, i = 1, . . . , n},













= ω(1 + β + β2 + . . .+ βi−1) + α log xi−1 + αβ log xi−2 + αβ2 log xi−3 +
. . .+ αβi−2 log x1 + log εi.
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Recalling the form of the AR model in (17), we define
φ0 = ω(1 + β + β
2 + . . .+ βi−1) (21)
φ1 = α, φ2 = αβ, (22)
φ3 = αβ
2, . . . , φi−1 = αβi−2
wi ≈ log εi
so that for i ≥ 2, the log-transformed data log xi can be closely approximated by an AR(i-1)
model: 2
log xi = φ0 + φ1 log xi−1 + φ2 log xi−2 + . . .+ φi−1 log x1 + wi.
Fitting the full AR(i-1) model to i observations is impractical for large i. However, if




so that the coefficients in the AR(i-1) model approach zero as i approaches ∞, and the
effect of higher order lags on log xi decays geometrically to zero. Since the significance of
higher order lags approaches zero, we may approximate the full AR(i-1) model using an
2 Note that although log εi is not necessarily Gaussian white noise, log εi are i.i.d. random variables
because εi are assumed to be i.i.d. random variables.
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AR(m) model with m equal to some ’high enough’ order of lags:
log xi = φ0 + φ1 log xi−1 + φ2 log xi−2 + . . .+ φm log xi−m + wi. (23)
The coefficients in (23) provide approximations to the equations given in (21)-(22). The
first AR coefficient φ1 provides an estimate for α. Looking at the remaining m − 1 AR
coefficients, the jth coefficient provides an approximation of αβj, which can be solved to
obtain an estimate for β using the estimated value of α. Using the estimate for β, an
estimate for ω may be extracted using φ0. Thus, the initial parameter estimate for α is
given by:
α̂ = φ1. (24)
In principle, we may derive m−1 estimates of β using the coefficients φ2, . . . , φm from (23),
and (22). In practice, it suffices for simplicity to construct just one estimate of β using φ2








Finally, the intercept φ0 of the AR(m) process in (23) approximately equals ω(1 +β+β
2 +
. . .+βm). Since we assume that |β| < 1, ∑∞i=0 βi = 11−β . We use this as an approximation
of (1 + β + β2 + . . .+ βm), so that the estimate for ω using β̂ from (25) is given by 3
ω̂ = φ0(1− β̂). (26)
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In the Log ACD1(1,1) case, there are three unknown parameters requiring three equa-
tions to estimate. These three equations are given by the intercept φ0 and first two AR
coefficients φ1 and φ2 in (23). Thus, two is the minimum number of lags required to use
the AR method for estimating initial parameter values in Log ACD1(1,1) model.
If |β| is close to 1, the coefficients in the full AR(i-1) model will decay more slowly
than if |β| is close to 0. In this case, a larger number of higher order lags will have a
significant effect on log xi. In order to increase the accuracy of initial parameter estimates,
a sufficient number of higher order lags should be included in the AR(m) model. Thus,
although m = 2 is the minimum number of lags required to estimate θ = {ω, α, β} in
the Log ACD1(1,1) model, including a larger number of lags is desirable to improve the
initial parameter estimates. On the other hand, including too many lags in the AR(m)
model tends to increase the amount of time required to obtain initial parameter estimates.
Heuristic evidence suggests that including m = 10 to m = 20 lags is enough for finding
adequate initial parameter estimates.
3.2.2 The Log ACD1(2,1) Case
The method of initial parameter estimation derived in the previous section can be applied to
the Log ACD1(2,1) case. Initial parameter estimation in the Log ACD1(2,1) case proceeds
similarly to estimation in the Log ACD1(1,1) case. Given data {xi}ni=1, the Log ACD1(2,1)





1−β suggests that another viable estimate for ω may be φ0
1−β̂m+1
1−β̂ ,
heuristic evidence suggests that φ0(1− β̂) provides a better approximation for ω.
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model has the following form as per (4):
xi = exp(ψi)εi
ψi = ω + α1 log xi−1 + α2 log xi−2 + βψi−1, (27)
with assumptions for weak stationarity and non-negativity given in (4). The unknown
parameters are θ = {ω, α1, α2, β}. After taking the log transformation of xi (see (19)), it
can be shown that:
















Proof. Set ψ0 = 0 and x−1 = x0 = 1. Then, for i = 1,
ψ1 = ω.
For i = 2,
ψ2 = ω(1 + β) + α1 log x1
For i = 3,
ψ3 = ω + α1 log x2 + α2 log x1 + βψ2
= ω + α1 log x2 + α2 log x1 + β(ω(1 + β) + α1 log x1)
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Consider i = k + 1. Then,
ψk+1 = ω + α1 log xk + α2 log xk−1 + βψk
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which proves Theorem 2.
Recall the definition of the AR model in (17). Theorem 2 implies that given durations
{xi, i = 1, 2, ...} from the Log ACD2(2,1) model, for i ≥ 3, log xi may be approximated by
an AR(i-1) model with the intercept and first three AR coefficients defined as
φ0 = ω(1 + β + β
2 + . . .+ βi−1) (29)
φ1 = α1, φ2 = α1β + α2, φ3 = α1β
2 + α2β (30)
wi ≈ log εi.
Again, higher order lags depend upon β. Assuming that |β| < 1, the coefficients in the
AR(i-1) representation of log xi approach zero as i approaches ∞, so we may approximate
the full AR(i-1) model using an AR(m) model with an intercept term and a minimum of
three lags. The form of the AR(m) model is given in (23). Writing the intercept and first
three lags of the AR(m) model as functions of the four unknown parameters (see (29)-(30))
provides the four equations that are sufficient for finding θ.
Fitting an AR(m), m ≥ 3 model to the data and using the AR coefficients to solve for
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the unknown parameters θ = {ω, α1, α2, β} yields the following results:4
α̂1 = φ1 (31)







ω̂ = φ0(1− β̂) (34)
3.2.3 Higher Order Cases
Note that in the Log ACD1(1,1) case with p = 1 and q = 1, initial parameter estimates
may be derived by fitting an AR(m) model with m ≥ 2 lags to the log-transformed dura-
tion data. Similarly, in the Log ACD1(2,1) case with p = 2 and q = 1, initial parameter
estimates are derived via an AR(m) model with m ≥ 3 lags. We postulate that initial pa-
rameter estimates may be derived for the general Log ACD1(p,q) case by fitting an AR(m)
model to log-transformed duration data, where m ≥ p+ q.
For the general Log ACD1(p,q) case, there are 1 + p+ q unknown parameters denoted
by θ = {ω, α1, . . . , αp, β1, . . . , βq}. Thus, 1 + p + q equations are required to solve for
the unknown parameters. We propose that these 1 + p + q equations can be obtained by
writing the intercept and the first p+ q lags of the AR(m) model in terms of the unknown
parameters θ. The formulas for higher order lags need not be specified, though including
4 The value of α̂1 follows directly from (30). To find α̂2 and β̂, solve the equations φ2 = α1β + α2 and
φ3 = α1β
2 + α2β for α2 and β using the value obtained for α̂1. Once the value for β̂ is found, ω may
be approximated using φ0(1− β̂) by reasoning analogous to the Log ACD1(1,1) case.
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a sufficient number of higher order lags may improve initial parameter estimates when |β|
is close to 1.
3.3 Forecasting
It is often desirable to assess the predictive capabilities of models fitted to time series data.
A duration model fitted to a set of duration data can be used to predict l-step-ahead future
durations, l = 1, ..., L, given data up to the h. Then, h is called the forecast origin. The
calibration or fitting portion of the data included data up to the origin hth duration. Ob-
servations on the actual values of durations are recorded for h+ l = {h+1, h+2, ..., h+L},
and are referred to as hold-out observations; they are useful for predictive cross-validation.
The predicted future durations in the hold-out period are then compared to the observed
future durations to determine assess the predictive capability of the model.
One way to compare predicted future durations to observed future durations is to
use the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) formula. Before defining the MAPE,
we first introduce some notation. Denote the l-step-ahead forecast with forecast ori-
gin h by xh(l), where l = 1, ..., L. The fitted model will yield L forecasts from fore-
cast origin h: {xh(1), xh(2), . . . , xh(L)}. Denote the corresponding observed values by








The MAPE is commonly used as a measure of the forecast adequacy of the fitted model.
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It can be used as a method to compare multiple models fitted to the same data. The
model with the lowest MAPE exhibits the lowest amount of errors in forecasts. To demon-
strate how the MAPE is obtained, the process is shown below for the ACD(1,1) and Log
ACD1(1,1) models:
In the first case, suppose that h observations over time, {x1, x2, . . . , xh} are given. An
ACD(1,1) model is fitted to this set of data. In the ACD(1,1) model, the 1-step-ahead
forecast is given by:
xh(1) = E[xh+1|Fxh ] = ψh+1.
By definition, ψi = E[xi|Fxi−1]. For i = 1, ..., h, xi is a known constant. So, ψi =
E[xi|Fxi−1] = xi for i = 1, ..., h. This implies that ψh+1 is known for the h + 1th obser-
vation:
ψh+1 = ω + αxh + βψh
= ω + αxh + βxh
= ω + (α + β)xh.
Using this information, multi-step-ahead forecasts from origin h may be derived by substi-
tuting xh(1) and ψh+1 into the model as follows:
xh(2) = ω + αxh(1) + βψh+1
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xh(3) = ω + αxh(2) + βψh+2
. . .
xh(L) = ω + αxh(L− 1) + βψL−1.
Given the values of the L forecasts {xh(1), xh(2), . . . , xh(L)} from forecast origin h and their
corresponding observed values {xh+1, xh+2, . . . , xh+L}, the MAPE is defined as by (35).
In the second case, suppose that h durations, {x1, x2, . . . , xh} are given. A Log ACD(1,1)
model is fitted to this set of data. In the Log ACD1 models, ψi = logE[xi|Fxi−1] Bauwens
and Giot (2000). Thus, the 1-step-ahead forecast is given by:
xh(1) = E[xh+1|Fxh ] = exp(ψh+1).
For i = 1, ..., h, xi is a known constant. So, ψi = logE[xi|Fxi−1] = log xi is known for
i = 1, ..., h. This implies that ψh+1 is known for the h+ 1
th observation:
ψh+1 = ω + α log xh + βψh
= ω + α log xh + β log xh
= ω + (α + β) log xh.
Using this information, multi-step-ahead forecasts from origin h may be derived by substi-
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tuting xh(1) and ψh+1 into the model as follows:
xh(2) = exp{ω + α log xh(1) + βψh+1}
xh(3) = exp{ω + α log xh(2) + βψh+2}
. . .
xh(L) = exp{ω + α log xh(L− 1) + βψL−1}.
Given the values of the L forecasts {xh(1), xh(2), . . . , xh(L)} from forecast origin h and their
corresponding observed values {xh+1, xh+2, . . . , xh+L}, the MAPE is defined as by (35).
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4 Monte Carlo Simulation Study
4.1 Log ACD1(1,1) Model
Monte Carlo simulations are conducted to demonstrate the process of finding initial values
for recursive EE estimation using observations generated using the Log ACD1(1,1) model in
(18). We generate L = 100 sets of data, each of length n = 4000, from the Log ACD1(1,1)
model. The exponential(1) and gamma(2, 0.5) error specifications are examined. Each set
of data is then log-transformed, and initial parameter estimates are found by fitting an
AR(m) model to the log-transformed data. We set m = 10. A sample plot of duration
data simulated from the Log ACD1(1,1) model is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: One realization of the Log ACD1(1,1) process with θ = {1, 0.5, 0.3} and εi ∼
exponential(1)
Table 1 shows the percentiles of initial parameter estimates for four different setups
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of the Log ACD1(1,1) model. Table 2 shows the percentiles of the corresponding EE pa-
rameter estimates using the initial parameter estimates shown in Table 1. Table 3 shows
recursive EE parameter estimates where the initial parameter estimates are not specified
exactly, but are generated from a uniform distribution over the interval (−5, 5) for ω and
from within the interval (−1, 1) for α and β. The true parameters and εi distributions
corresponding to each setup are given in each table.
Table 1: Percentiles of the AR(m) initial parameter estimates for data generated from the
Log ACD1(1,1) model: n = 4000, L = 100
True Parameters Estimates
5th 25th 50th 75th 95th
ω = 1.0 0.9314 1.0047 1.0464 1.0767 1.1297
α = 0.5 0.4766 0.4864 0.4985 0.5082 0.5242
β = 0.3 0.2447 0.2771 0.3041 0.3291 0.3765
ε ∼ exponential(1)
ω = 3.0 1.8200 1.9458 2.0575 2.1503 2.2572
α = 0.2 0.1768 0.1863 0.1990 0.2081 0.2243
β = −0.4 -0.5414 -0.4482 -0.3984 -0.3482 -0.2575
ε ∼ exponential(1)
ω = 2.0 1.7473 2.3495 2.6882 3.1356 3.5879
α = −0.1 -0.1271 -0.1162 -0.1023 -0.0928 -0.0771
β = 0.23 0.0206 0.1390 0.2627 0.3544 0.5182
ε ∼ gamma(2, 0.5)
ω = −1.5 -1.1350 -0.9579 -0.8184 -0.7227 -0.5216
α = −0.2 -0.2272 -0.2161 -0.2022 -0.1927 -0.1771
β = 0.65 0.5320 0.6048 0.6573 0.7037 0.7864
ε ∼ gamma(2, 0.5)
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Table 2: Percentiles of recursive EE estimates for data generated from the Log ACD1(1,1)
model with initial values given in Table 1: n = 4000, L = 100
True Parameters Estimates
5th 25th 50th 75th 95th
ω = 1 0.9315 1.0047 1.0464 1.076 1.1298
α = 0.5 0.4766 0.4864 0.4985 0.5082 0.5242
β = 0.3 0.2447 0.2771 0.3041 0.3291 0.3765
ε ∼ exponential(1)
ω = 3.0 1.7968 1.9477 2.0542 2.1455 2.3128
α = 0.2 0.1745 0.1845 0.1984 0.2084 0.2244
β = −0.4 -0.5565 -0.44277 -0.3965 -0.3467 -0.2515
ε ∼ exponential(1)
ω = 2.0 1.7472 2.3495 2.6884 3.1358 3.5857
α = −0.1 -0.1271 -0.1161 -0.1023 -0.0929 -0.0771
β = 0.23 0.02149 0.1389 0.2627 0.3544 0.5183
ε ∼ gamma(2, 0.5)
ω = −1.5 -1.6290 -1.1735 -1.026 -0.7689 -0.4502
α = −0.2 -0.5298 -0.2579 -0.1765 -0.1342 0.3892
β = 0.65 -0.1005 0.4939 0.5991 0.7621 0.9670
ε ∼ gamma(2, 0.5)
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Table 3: Percentiles of recursive EE parameter estimates for data generated from the
Log ACD1(1,1) model with initial values generated from a uniform distribution over some
interval containing the true parameters: n = 4000, L = 100
True Parameters Estimates
5th 25th 50th 75th 95th
ω = 1 -4.4974 -2.6814 0.2595 3.0899 4.6259
α = 0.5 -0.8006 -0.4146 -0.1634 0.46327 0.8672
β = 0.3 -0.6113 -0.3139 -0.1195 0.0718 0.4419
ε ∼ exponential(1)
ω = −3.0 -4.1865 -2.3093 0.6420 2.9731 4.6200
α = 0.2 -0.8116 -0.4301 0.0148 0.5162 0.8740
β = −0.6 -0.6929 -0.2454 -0.0549 0.1049 0.4227
ε ∼ exponential(1)
ω = 2.0 -4.3328 -2.1014 0.0815 2.6086 4.5096
α = −0.1 -0.8593 -0.4980 -0.0258 0.4552 0.9415
β = 0.23 -0.4448 -0.1879 0.0024 0.2660 0.6245
ε ∼ gamma(2, 0.5)
ω = −1.5 -4.3314 -2.0190 0.1101 2.2028 4.5012
α = −0.2 -0.9554 -0.5223 -0.0828 0.3056 0.8609
β = 0.65 -0.4474 -0.1355 0.0153 0.2531 0.6196
ε ∼ gamma(2, 0.5)
The results in Table 3 suggest that the recursive EE parameter estimation method is
highly sensitive to initial values. The optimal recursive EE parameter estimates derived
using initial values generated from uniform distributions do not always converge to the
original true parameters. Table 1 suggests that the AR(m) method of finding initial values
seems to provide a reasonable starting point for parameter estimation through the esti-
mating equations method. The AR(m) initial parameter estimates are close to the true
simulation parameters, and the optimal recursive EE parameter estimates remain close to
the initial values. The recursive estimating equations procedure may be considered as a
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way to refine the initial parameter estimates. This idea is explored further in the context
of the Log ACD1(2,1) model.
4.2 Log ACD1(2,1) Model
We demonstrate the parameter estimation process in the Log ACD1(2,1) model given by
(27). Again, we generate L = 100 sets of data, each of length n = 4000, from the Log
ACD1(2,1) model. The exponential(1) and gamma(2, 0.5) error specifications are exam-
ined. Each set of data is log-transformed, and initial parameter estimates are found by
fitting an AR(m) model to the log-transformed data, with m = 15. The estimating equa-
tions approach is then applied to the data. A sample plot of duration data simulated from
the Log ACD1(2,1) model is shown in Figure 2.
Table 4 shows the percentiles of initial parameter estimates for two different setups of
the Log ACD1(2,1) model. Table 5 shows the percentiles of the corresponding EE estimates
using the initial parameter estimates in Table 4. Table 6 shows recursive EE estimates us-
ing initial values generated from a uniform distribution over some interval containing the
true parameter values.5 The true parameters and εi distributions corresponding to each
setup are given in each table.
5 In setup 1, initial parameter estimates for {ω, α1, α2, β} are generated from uniform distributions on
the intervals (0,12), (0, 0.5), (-1,0), and (0,0.2), respectively. In setup 2, the intervals used are (4,8),
(-0.3,0), (-0.9,-0.5), (-0.3,0), respectively.
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Figure 2: One realization of the Log ACD1(2,1) process with θ = {5,−0.5,−0.6,−0.2} and
εi ∼ gamma(2, 0.5)
Table 4: Percentiles of the AR(m) initial parameter estimates for data generated from the
Log ACD1(2,1) model: n = 4000, L = 100
True Parameters Estimates
5th 25th 50th 75th 95th
ω = 10.0 8.5922 8.9632 9.1487 9.3766 9.7950
α1 = 0.1 0.0773 0.0862 0.0989 0.1080 0.1247
α2 = −0.5 -0.5199 -0.5084 -0.4993 -0.4906 -0.4700
β = 0.06 0.0103 0.0461 0.0675 0.0930 0.1258
ε ∼ exponential(1)
ω = 5 6.4146 6.5580 6.6613 6.8095 6.9712
α1 = −0.11 -0.1371 -0.1260 -0.1124 -0.1031 -0.0873
α2 = −0.6 -0.6309 -0.6149 -0.6017 -0.5909 -0.5772
β = −0.2 -0.2493 -0.2104 -0.1771 -0.1641 -0.1368
ε ∼ gamma(2, 0.5)
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Table 5: Percentiles of recursive EE parameter estimates for data generated from the Log
ACD1(2,1) model with initial values given in Table 4: n = 4000, L = 100
True Parameters Estimates
5th 25th 50th 75th 95th
ω = 10.0 8.5145 8.9398 9.1336 9.2678 9.5829
α1 = 0.1 0.0767 0.0862 0.1099 0.1088 0.1264
α2 = −0.5 -0.5176 -0.5058 -0.4980 -0.4921 -0.4736
β = 0.06 0.0226 0.0578 0.0709 0.0941 0.1277
ε ∼ exponential(1)
ω = 5 6.4146 6.5580 6.6613 6.8095 6.9713
α1 = −0.11 -0.1371 -0.1260 -0.1124 -0.1031 -0.0873
α2 = −0.6 -0.6308 -0.6149 -0.6017 -0.5909 -0.5772
β = −0.2 -0.2493 -0.2104 -0.1771 -0.1641 -0.1368
ε ∼ gamma(2, 0.5)
Table 6: Percentiles of recursive EE parameter estimates for data generated from the Log
ACD1(2,1) model with initial values generated from a uniform distribution on some interval
containing the true parameters: n = 4000, L = 100
True Parameters Estimates
5th 25th 50th 75th 95th
ω = 10.0 8.5823 8.9797 9.1493 9.3908 9.7978
α1 = 0.1 0.0771 0.0867 0.0995 0.1079 0.1246
α2 = −0.5 -0.5191 -0.5086 -0.4994 -0.4906 -0.4701
β = 0.06 0.0108 0.0463 0.0657 0.0932 0.1262
ε ∼ exponential(1)
ω = 5 4.2240 5.0039 5.8379 6.9474 7.7230
α1 = −0.11 -0.2827 -0.2076 -0.1316 -0.0573 -0.0154
α2 = −0.6 -0.8928 -0.7882 -0.6549 -0.5773 -0.5062
β = −0.2 -0.2845 -0.2108 -0.1562 -0.0783 -0.0116
ε ∼ gamma(2, 0.5)
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As in the Log ACD1(1,1) case, Table 3 and Table 4 show that the optimal recursive
EE parameter estimates for θ = {ω, α1, α2, β} remain close to the initial values derived
from the AR(m) method. In both setups, the initial parameter estimates and recursive EE
estimates with AR(m) initial values are fairly close to the true simulation parameters.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 show histograms of the AR(m) initial parameter estimates and the
recursive EE estimates generated using AR(m) initial values across L = 100 simulations.
The histograms emphasize the similarities between parameter estimates generated by the
two methods. For comparison, Figure 5 and Figure 6 show histograms of the recursive EE
estimates generated using initial values drawn from uniform distributions are shown for
setup 1 and setup 2.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 emphasize the importance of finding suitable initial values in
the recursive estimating equations method. In setup 1, most initial values were drawn
from uniform distributions over fairly wide intervals. Figure 5 shows that the resulting
parameter estimates have a fairly wide spread, and do not appear to be centered around
the true simulation parameters. By contrast, in setup 2, initial values were drawn from
uniform distributions over smaller intervals containing the true parameters. Figure 6 shows
that the resulting parameter estimates have a much smaller spread, and are centered around
the true simulation parameters. These results suggest that the recursive EE method works
well with suitable initial values, but may not provide good parameter estimates if the initial
values are off range.
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Figure 3: Histograms of AR(m) initial parameter estimates vs. recursive EE parameter
estimates for setup 1 with θ = {10, 0.1,−0.5, 0.06} and εi ∼ exponential(1)
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Figure 4: Histograms of AR(m) initial parameter estimates vs. recursive EE parameter
estimates for setup 2 with θ = {5,−0.5,−0.6,−0.2} and εi ∼ gamma(2, 0.5)
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Figure 5: Histograms of recursive EE parameter estimates with initial values drawn from
a uniform distribution for setup 1 with θ = {10, 0.1,−0.5, 0.06} and εi ∼ exponential(1)
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Figure 6: Histograms of recursive EE parameter estimates with initial values drawn from
a uniform distribution for setup 2 with θ = {5,−0.5,−0.6,−0.2} and εi ∼ gamma(2, 0.5)
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5 An Application to IBM Stock Data
5.1 Data Description
High frequency transaction-by-transaction IBM stock data was collected from the NASDAQ
stock exchange over the course of the day on September 13, 2012. The raw data contained
information on the time, price, and volume of each trade from 9:30:00am to 4:00:00pm.
Given this data, we defined an event as a change in the IBM stock price of greater than or
equal to $0.0125. By recording the time at which each event occurred, we obtained a series
of arrival times. Taking the difference of the arrival times and filtering out any zero-valued
durations, we obtained a time series of 2786 observed durations.
Figure 7: Durations in raw IBM data. An event occurs when ∆price ≥ $0.0125.
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Figure 8 contains several plots of the IBM stock point process. Defining an event as
∆price ≥ $0.0125, the cumulative number of events over the first five minutes of trading is
shown on the topmost plot. The time at which each event occurs is indicated in the mid-
dle plot. The bottom plot shows the duration of time between every two event occurrences.
Figure 8: IBM stock data
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The full time series of durations extracted from the raw IBM data is shown in Figure 9.
The autocorrelation function (ACF) of the process shows a high degree of persistence. Note
that durations near the start and close of the trading day tend to be shorter, while durations
near midday tend to be longer. This is consistent with the literature on financial durations,
and suggests that trading occurs more rapidly toward the start and end of each trading
day (Engle and Russell , 1998). In addition, the series of durations shows a considerable
amount of clustering, suggesting that periods of rapid trading are likely to be followed by
rapid trading, while periods of slow trading are likely to be followed by slow trading.
Figure 9: Durations extracted from the raw IBM data
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Figure 10: ACF of the duration data
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5.2 Modeling IBM Price Durations
Each of the duration models mentioned in this paper seeks to account for the clustering
and time dependence patterns seen in duration data. To demonstrate the use of parameter
estimation techniques in duration models, we fit the ACD and Log ACD1 duration models
to the IBM duration data.
We fit an ACD(1,1) model to the data via the maximum likelihood method (see section
2.2.1), using R code posted by Ruey S. Tsay (2011). We assume that the errors are i.i.d.
with an exponential(1) distribution, and we reserve 5 observations for later use to evaluate
the MAPE of the model.
The results of the ML method are shown below:
Maximized log-likehood: 8507.623
Coefficient(s):
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
omega 0.1246974 0.0422328 2.95262 0.0031509 **
alpha 0.0905070 0.0113037 8.00685 1.1102e-15 ***
beta 0.8958736 0.0134043 66.83471 < 2.22e-16 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1
and the fitted model is:
x̂i = ψ̂i
ψ̂i = 0.12469 + 0.09051xi−1 + 0.89588ψi−1.
A plot of the fitted model against the IBM price durations is given in Figure 11. The
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fitted model was initialized using the first observed duration. Engle and Russell (1998)
also suggested using the value 1.0 or the average of the first few durations to initialize the
process.
Figure 11: ACD model (gold) fitted to IBM duration data (black)
Given the fitted model, the residuals are given by ε̂i = xi/ψ̂i (Tsay 2007). The histogram
of the residuals suggests that the residuals are exponentially distributed with a mean of
approximately 1. The ACF of the residuals shows no significant higher order lags.
Using equation (35), the MAPE calculated using five forecasts from the fitted ACD(1,1)
model and the last five observed durations is found to be: 88.49161.
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Figure 12: Histogram and ACF of residuals from the ACD model
We also demonstrate the use of the recursive estimating equations method with AR(m)
initial values by fitting a Log ACD1(1,1) model with moments from an exponential(1) dis-
tribution, again reserving 5 observations for use in calculating the MAPE.
The results of fitting a Log ACD1(1,1) model with moments from an exponential(1)
distribution to the data using the recursive EE parameter estimation method with AR(m)
initial values are:
The initial values from an AR(m) fit are: 0.6214453 0.1172845 0.5521869
The parameter estimates from the EE method are: 0.6130474 0.1175848 0.5638458
The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is: 189.602
[1] 189.602
and the fitted model is:
x̂i = exp ψ̂i
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ψi = 0.6130 + 0.1175 log xi−1 + 0.5638ψi−1.
The MAPE for the fitted Log ACD1(1,1) model is higher than that for the ACD(1,1)
model, suggesting that the ACD(1,1) model is a better fit for the IBM duration data.
Figure 14 suggests that the Log ACD1(1,1) model overfits the data. The residuals in the
Log ACD model are given by ε̂i = xi/ exp(ψ̂i) Bauwens and Giot (2000), and the histogram
and ACF of the residuals are shown in Figure 14. Model fitting was initialized by setting
ψ1 = ω̂. The residuals plot in Figure 14 shows a decrease in time dependence, suggesting
that the Log ACD1(1,1) accounts for a substantial amount of the time dependence in the
IBM duration data.
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Figure 13: Log ACD model (gold) fitted to IBM duration data (black)
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6 Conclusion
The recursive estimating equations approach derived by Thavaneswaran, Ravishanker, and
Liang (2014) is applied to the Log ACD1 model. An overview of duration models and max-
imum likelihood estimation in the ACD model are provided. In addition, this thesis derives
the AR(m) method to find initial parameter estimates for parameter estimation. Initial
parameter estimates for the Log ACD1 model are used in the recursive estimating equa-
tions approach. The initial parameter estimation method is proven for the Log ACD1(1,1)
and Log ACD1(2,1) cases. Future research can focus on generalizing the approach to the
Log ACD1(p,q) case. Monte Carlo simulations show that the AR(m) method successfully
recovers parameter estimates close to the true simulation parameters. To demonstrate the
process of parameter estimation, an ACD(1,1) model and a Log ACD1(1,1) model are fit-
ted to a series of IBM duration data. The predictive capability of each model is examined
by calculating the MAPE for each model. In this case, the ACD(1,1) model had a lower
MAPE, suggesting that the ACD(1,1) model is a better fit for the IBM data. This thesis
shows that a viable method to find initial parameter values for the Log ACD1 model given
a set of data begins with writing the Log ACD1 model as an AR(m) model. The AR(m)
model is fitted to the data, and initial parameter estimates can be found from the intercept
and coefficients of the fitted AR(m) model.
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5 # Log ACD1(m, q ) Simulat ion func t i on : Simulate from the Log ACD1(m, q ) model
# n i s the f i n a l sample s i z e ( a f t e r burn−in o f nb time po in t s )
7 # parameters are omega , alpha , beta
# alpha and beta can be vector s , depending on the number o f l a g s to be
inc luded
9 # alpha = ( alpha 1 , alpha 2 , . . . , a lpha m )
# beta = ( beta 1 , beta 2 , . . . , beta q )
11 # f e p s i s the d i s t r i b u t i o n o f the e r r o r s e p s i l o n
# par1 and par2 are parameters o f f e p s
13 # par2 d e f a u l t s to 1
# func t i on i s de f i ned f o r the exponent ia l , we ibu l l , and gamma d i s t r i b u t i o n s
15 # in the exponent i a l funct ion , par1=lambda
# in the we ibu l l funct ion , par1=alpha and par2=beta
17 # in the gamma funct ion , par1=k ( shape ) and par2=theta ( s c a l e )
19 f s im . logacd1 <− f unc t i on (n , nb , omega , alpha , beta , feps , par1 , par2=1) {
# Check f o r s t a t i o n a r i t y c o n s t r a i n t
21 i f (sum( alpha )+sum( beta )>=1) { cat ( ” Error : The s imulated proce s s i s not
weakly s t a t i o n a r y ” )
} e l s e {
23 # t o t a l number o f s imulated datapo int s
nt <− n + nb
25 # I n i t i a l i z e ps i s , xs , x , and p s i
p s i s <− rep (1 , nt )
27 xs <−rep (1 , nt )
x <−rep (NA, n) # we ’ l l save the l a s t n e n t r i e s o f xs i n to x
29 p s i <−rep (NA, n) # we ’ l l save the l a s t n e n t r i e s o f p s i s i n to p s i
i f ( f e p s==” exponent i a l ” ) {
31 # randomly generate e r r o r s from exponent i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n
eps <− rexp ( nt , par1 )
33 # generate xs and p s i s
6 Custom functions written by Lilian Cheung for use in R. The function used to generate recursive EE
parameter estimates was modified from code provided by Dr. Nalini Ravishanker. These functions
are used in the simulation studies as well as in the analysis of IBM data.
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# I n i t i a l p s i s and xs va lue s ( depends on maximum number o f l a g s )
35 f o r ( t in ( 1 : max( l ength ( alpha ) , l ength ( beta ) ) ) ) {
# d e f i n e temporary lagged . l ogxs and lagged . p s i s v e c t o r s
37 # i n i t i a l i z a t i o n
lagged . l ogx s <− rep (NA, l ength ( alpha ) )
39 lagged . p s i s <− rep (NA, l ength ( beta ) )
# c a l c u l a t i o n
41 f o r ( i in 1 : l ength ( alpha ) ) {
# i f the index t−i i s l e s s than 0 , then d e f i n e lagged . l ogxs [ i ]=0. Else ,
d e f i n e lagged . l ogxs [ i ] = log ( xs [ t−i ] )
43 index <− t−i
i f ( index <= 0) { l agged . l ogx s [ i ] <− 0} e l s e { l agged . l ogx s [ i ] <− l og ( xs [ index
] ) }
45 }
f o r ( j in 1 : l ength ( beta ) ) {
47 # i f the index t−j i s l e s s than 0 , then d e f i n e lagged . p s i s [ j ]=0. Else , d e f i n e
lagged . p s i s [ j ] = log ( xs [ t−j ] )
index <− t−j
49 i f ( index <= 0) { l agged . p s i s [ j ] <− 0} e l s e { l agged . p s i s [ j ] <− p s i s [ index ] }
}
51 p s i s [ t ] = omega + alpha%∗%lagged . l ogx s + beta%∗%lagged . p s i s
xs [ t ] = exp ( p s i s [ t ] ) ∗ eps [ t ]
53 }
# For t = max( l ength ( alpha ) , l ength ( beta ) )+1 : nt
55 f o r ( t in (max( l ength ( alpha ) , l ength ( beta ) ) +1) : nt ) {
# d e f i n e temporary lagged . l ogxs and lagged . p s i s v e c t o r s
57 # i n i t i a l i z a t i o n
lagged . l ogx s <− rep (NA, l ength ( alpha ) )
59 lagged . p s i s <− rep (NA, l ength ( beta ) )
# c a l c u l a t i o n
61 f o r ( i in 1 : l ength ( alpha ) ) { l agged . l ogx s [ i ] <− l og ( xs [ t−i ] ) }
f o r ( j in 1 : l ength ( beta ) ) { l agged . p s i s [ j ] <− p s i s [ t−j ] }
63 # c a l c u l a t e p s i s and xs
p s i s [ t ] = omega + alpha%∗%lagged . l ogx s + beta%∗%lagged . p s i s
65 xs [ t ] = exp ( p s i s [ t ] ) ∗ eps [ t ]
}
67 # save the s imu la t i on data : keep l a s t n data and p s i a f t e r burn−in save in to
x and p s i
x <− t s ( xs [ ( nb+1) : nt ] )
69 p s i <− t s ( p s i s [ ( nb+1) : nt ] )
# x i s the s imulated durat ions s e r i e s ( a f t e r the f i r s t nb po in t s are de l e t ed )
71 # output as dataframe
output <− as . data . frame ( cbind (x , p s i ) )
73 } e l s e i f ( f e p s==” we ibu l l ” ) {
# randomly generate e r r o r s from we ibu l l d i s t r i b u t i o n
59
75 eps <− r w e i b u l l ( nt , par1 , par2 )
# generate xs and p s i s
77 # I n i t i a l p s i s and xs value ( depends on maximum number o f l a g s )
f o r ( t in ( 1 : max( l ength ( alpha ) , l ength ( beta ) ) ) ) {
79 # d e f i n e temporary lagged . l ogxs and lagged . p s i s v e c t o r s
# i n i t i a l i z a t i o n
81 lagged . l ogxs <− rep (NA, l ength ( alpha ) )
lagged . p s i s <− rep (NA, l ength ( beta ) )
83 # c a l c u l a t i o n
f o r ( i in 1 : l ength ( alpha ) ) {
85 # i f the index t−i i s l e s s than 0 , then d e f i n e lagged . l ogxs [ i ]=0. Else ,
d e f i n e lagged . l ogxs [ i ] = log ( xs [ t−i ] )
index <− t−i
87 i f ( index <= 0) { l agged . l ogx s [ i ] <− 0} e l s e { l agged . l ogx s [ i ] <− l og ( xs [ index
] ) }
}
89 f o r ( j in 1 : l ength ( beta ) ) {
# i f the index t−j i s l e s s than 0 , then d e f i n e lagged . p s i s [ j ]=0. Else , d e f i n e
lagged . p s i s [ j ] = log ( xs [ t−j ] )
91 index <− t−j
i f ( index <= 0) { l agged . p s i s [ j ] <− 0} e l s e { l agged . p s i s [ j ] <− p s i s [ index ] }
93 }
p s i s [ t ] = omega + alpha%∗%lagged . l ogx s + beta%∗%lagged . p s i s
95 xs [ t ] = exp ( p s i s [ t ] ) ∗ eps [ t ]
}
97 # For t = max( l ength ( alpha ) , l ength ( beta ) )+1 : nt
f o r ( t in (max( l ength ( alpha ) , l ength ( beta ) ) +1) : nt ) {
99 # d e f i n e temporary lagged . l ogxs and lagged . p s i s v e c t o r s
# i n i t i a l i z a t i o n
101 lagged . l ogxs <− rep (NA, l ength ( alpha ) )
lagged . p s i s <− rep (NA, l ength ( beta ) )
103 # c a l c u l a t i o n
f o r ( i in 1 : l ength ( alpha ) ) { l agged . l ogx s [ i ] <− l og ( xs [ t−i ] ) }
105 f o r ( j in 1 : l ength ( beta ) ) { l agged . p s i s [ j ] <− p s i s [ t−j ] }
# c a l c u l a t e p s i s and xs
107 p s i s [ t ] = omega + alpha%∗%lagged . l ogx s + beta%∗%lagged . p s i s
xs [ t ] = exp ( p s i s [ t ] ) ∗ eps [ t ]
109 }
# save the s imu la t i on data : keep l a s t n data and p s i a f t e r burn−in save in to
x and p s i
111 x <− t s ( xs [ ( nb+1) : nt ] )
p s i <− t s ( p s i s [ ( nb+1) : nt ] )
113 # x i s the s imulated durat ions s e r i e s ( a f t e r the f i r s t nb po in t s are de l e t ed )
# output as dataframe
115 output <− as . data . frame ( cbind (x , p s i ) )
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} e l s e i f ( f e p s==”gamma” ) {
117 # randomly generate e r r o r s from gamma d i s t r i b u t i o n
eps <− rgamma( nt , par1 , par2 )
119 # generate xs and p s i s
# I n i t i a l p s i s and xs value ( depends on maximum number o f l a g s )
121 f o r ( t in ( 1 : max( l ength ( alpha ) , l ength ( beta ) ) ) ) {
# d e f i n e temporary lagged . l ogxs and lagged . p s i s v e c t o r s
123 # i n i t i a l i z a t i o n
lagged . l ogx s <− rep (NA, l ength ( alpha ) )
125 lagged . p s i s <− rep (NA, l ength ( beta ) )
# c a l c u l a t i o n
127 f o r ( i in 1 : l ength ( alpha ) ) {
# i f the index t−i i s l e s s than 0 , then d e f i n e lagged . l ogxs [ i ]=0. Else ,
d e f i n e lagged . l ogxs [ i ] = log ( xs [ t−i ] )
129 index <− t−i
i f ( index <= 0) { l agged . l ogx s [ i ] <− 0} e l s e { l agged . l ogx s [ i ] <− l og ( xs [ index
] ) }
131 }
f o r ( j in 1 : l ength ( beta ) ) {
133 # i f the index t−j i s l e s s than 0 , then d e f i n e lagged . p s i s [ j ]=0. Else , d e f i n e
lagged . p s i s [ j ] = log ( xs [ t−j ] )
index <− t−j
135 i f ( index <= 0) { l agged . p s i s [ j ] <− 0} e l s e { l agged . p s i s [ j ] <− p s i s [ index ] }
}
137 p s i s [ t ] = omega + alpha%∗%lagged . l ogx s + beta%∗%lagged . p s i s
xs [ t ] = exp ( p s i s [ t ] ) ∗ eps [ t ]
139 }
# For t = max( l ength ( alpha ) , l ength ( beta ) )+1 : nt
141 f o r ( t in (max( l ength ( alpha ) , l ength ( beta ) ) +1) : nt ) {
# d e f i n e temporary lagged . l ogxs and lagged . p s i s v e c t o r s
143 # i n i t i a l i z a t i o n
lagged . l ogx s <− rep (NA, l ength ( alpha ) )
145 lagged . p s i s <− rep (NA, l ength ( beta ) )
# c a l c u l a t i o n
147 f o r ( i in 1 : l ength ( alpha ) ) { l agged . l ogx s [ i ] <− l og ( xs [ t−i ] ) }
f o r ( j in 1 : l ength ( beta ) ) { l agged . p s i s [ j ] <− p s i s [ t−j ] }
149 # c a l c u l a t e p s i s and xs
p s i s [ t ] = omega + alpha%∗%lagged . l ogx s + beta%∗%lagged . p s i s
151 xs [ t ] = exp ( p s i s [ t ] ) ∗ eps [ t ]
}
153 # save the s imu la t i on data : keep l a s t n data and p s i a f t e r burn−in save in to
x and p s i
x <− t s ( xs [ ( nb+1) : nt ] )
155 p s i <− t s ( p s i s [ ( nb+1) : nt ] )
# x i s the s imulated durat ions s e r i e s ( a f t e r the f i r s t nb po in t s are de l e t ed )
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157 # output as dataframe
output <− as . data . frame ( cbind (x , p s i ) )
159 } e l s e { cat ( ” Error : The e r r o r d i s t r i b u t i o n must be s p e c i f i e d as exponent ia l ,




# t e s t <− f s im . logacd1 (100 , 1000 , 1 , . 5 , . 3 , f e p s=”exponent i a l ” , 1) ; x <−
t e s t $x
165
########################################################################
167 ##### AR INITIAL VALUES FUNCTION
########################################################################
169
# Log ACD1 i n i t i a l parameters func t i on : Ca l cu la t e i n i t i a l va lue s f o r
parameters in the l og ACD(1 ,1 ) and log ACD(2 ,1 ) model by f i t t i n g an AR(m)
model to the observed ( s imulated ) data
171 # Given observed / s imulated data x
# Order o f the Log ACD1 model i s g iven by (p , q )
173 # This func t i on w i l l only work f o r o rde r s (1 , 1 ) and (2 , 1 )
# Defau l t i s order (1 , 1 )
175 # Order o f the AR model used f o r i n i t i a l va lue s i s g iven by m
# Defau l t m i s 10
177 # Minimum m requ i r ed i s 2 f o r the log ACD (1 ,1 ) case , but more l a g s (up to a
c e r t a i n po int ) w i l l improve e s t imat i on
# Minimum m requ i r ed i s 3 f o r the l og ACD (2 ,1 ) case , but more l a g s (up to a
c e r t a i n po int ) w i l l improve e s t imat i on
179
f i n i t v a l . logacd1 <− f unc t i on (x , p=1, q=1, m=10) {
181 i f (p==1 & q==1) {
i f (m < 2) { cat ( ” Error : For the Log ACD1 (1 , 1 ) case , m must exceed 2 to get
v a l i d i n i t i a l parameter va lue s ” , ”\n” )
183 } e l s e {
# Take the log trans form o f the observed ( s imulated ) data and d e f i n e i t as y
185 y <− l og ( x )
# Fit an AR(m) model to the l og transformed data y , us ing a ’ high enough ’
order m
187 ar . model <− arima (y , order=c (m, 0 , 0 ) , i n c lude . mean=TRUE)
# Untangle the c o e f f i c i e n t s
189 # ALPHA:
alpha . hat <− as . numeric ( ar . model$ c o e f [ 1 ] )
191 # BETA:
beta . hat <− as . numeric ( ar . model$ c o e f [ 2 ] / alpha . hat )
193 # OMEGA:
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MEAN <− ar . model$ c o e f [ l ength ( ar . model$ c o e f ) ]
195 i n t e r c e p t <− MEAN∗(1−sum( ar . model$ c o e f [ 1 : p ] ) )
omega . hat <− as . numeric ( i n t e r c e p t ∗(1−beta . hat ) )
197 # SIGMAˆ2 : var iance o f ln ( eps )
sigma2 . hat <− as . numeric ( ar . model$ sigma2 )
199
# Resu l t s
201 r e s u l t s <− data . frame ( cbind ( alpha . hat , beta . hat , omega . hat , sigma2 . hat ) )
}
203 } e l s e i f (p==2 & q==1) {
i f (m < 3) { cat ( ” Error : For the Log ACD1 (2 , 1 ) case , m must exceed 3 to get
v a l i d i n i t i a l parameter va lue s ” , ”\n” ) }
205 # Take the log trans form o f the observed ( s imulated ) data and d e f i n e i t as y
y <− l og ( x )
207 # Fit an AR(m) model to the l og transformed data y , us ing a ’ high enough ’
order m
ar . model <− arima (y , order=c (m, 0 , 0 ) , i n c lude . mean=TRUE)
209 # Untangle the c o e f f i c i e n t s
# ALPHA. 1 :
211 alpha . 1 . hat <− as . numeric ( ar . model$ c o e f [ 1 ] )
# BETA:
213 beta . hat <− as . numeric ( ar . model$ c o e f [ 3 ] / ar . model$ c o e f [ 2 ] )
# ALPHA. 2
215 # p r in t alpha . 2 . hat and alpha . 2
alpha . 2 . hat <− as . numeric ( ( ar . model$ c o e f [ 3 ] − ar . model$ c o e f [ 1 ] ∗ ( ar . model$
c o e f [ 3 ] / ar . model$ c o e f [ 2 ] ) ˆ2 ) / ( ar . model$ c o e f [ 3 ] / ar . model$ c o e f [ 2 ] ) )
217 # OMEGA:
MEAN <− ar . model$ c o e f [ l ength ( ar . model$ c o e f ) ]
219 i n t e r c e p t <− MEAN∗(1−sum( ar . model$ c o e f [ 1 : p ] ) )
omega . hat <− as . numeric ( i n t e r c e p t ∗(1−beta . hat ) )
221 # SIGMAˆ2 : var iance o f ln ( eps )
sigma2 . hat <− as . numeric ( ar . model$ sigma2 )
223
# Resu l t s
225 r e s u l t s <− data . frame ( cbind ( alpha . 1 . hat , alpha . 2 . hat , beta . hat , omega . hat ,
sigma2 . hat ) )
} e l s e { cat ( ” Error : This func t i on i s de f ined only f o r the Log ACD1 (1 , 1 ) and
Log ACD1 (2 , 1 ) ca s e s ) ” , ”\n” ) }
227 }
229 ########################################################################
##### ESTIMATING EQUATIONS FUNCTION
231 ########################################################################
233 # Log ACD1 es t imat ing equat ions func t i on : Ca l cu la t e parameter e s t imate s f o r
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the log ACD1(1 , 1 ) func t i on us ing the e s t imat ing equat ions approach
# Given observed / s imulated data x
235 # n i s de f ined as the l ength o f the obse rvat i on vec to r
# Order o f the Log ACD1 model i s g iven by (p , q )
237 # This func t i on w i l l only work f o r o rde r s (1 , 1 ) and (2 , 1 )
# p i s the l ength o f alpha and q i s the l ength o f beta
239 # moments denotes the d i s t r i b u t i o n from which we de r i v e the f i r s t f our
c e n t r a l moments o f e p s i l o n
# For exponent i a l moments , par1=lambda
241 # For we ibu l l moments , par1=alpha and par2=beta
# For gamma moments , par1=k ( shape ) and par2=theta ( s c a l e )
243 # For none ( no d i s t r i b u t i o n s p e c i f i e d , look at user input moments
# by de fau l t , the moments are drawn from an exponent i a l ( 1 ) d i s t r i b u t i o n
245 # par1 and par2 ( o p t i o na l ) are parameters o f the d i s t r i b u t i o n o f e p s i l o n
# the d e f a u l t va lue s are par1=1 and par2=1
247 # a r i n i t v a l t e l l s f unc t i on whether or not to use AR(m) f i t to get i n i t i a l
va lue s
# by de fau l t , a r i n i t v a l i s TRUE and m i s 20
249 # i f f a l s e , f unc t i on w i l l look at user−input i n i t i a l va lue s in i n i t v a l
# CHANGE mod : change f o r d i f f e r e n t Duration Models
251
f e s t e q . logacd1 <− f unc t i on (x , p=1, q=1, momentsdist=” exponent i a l ” ,
usermoments , par1 =1, par2 =1, a r i n i t v a l=”TRUE” , i n i t v a l , m=20) {
253 n <− l ength ( x )
i f (p==1 & q==1) {
255 pdim <− 1+p+q # number o f parameters to be est imated
# MOMENTS
257 i f ( momentsdist==” exponent i a l ” ) {
lamda=par1





} e l s e i f ( momentsdist==” we ibu l l ” ) {
265 walpha=par1
wbeta=par2
267 #raw moments , we ibu l l e r r o r s
fimom=wbeta∗gamma(1+walpha∗∗−1)
269 smom=(wbeta∗∗ 2) ∗gamma(1+2∗walpha∗∗−1)
tmom=(wbeta∗∗ 3) ∗gamma(1+3∗walpha∗∗−1)
271 fomom=(wbeta∗∗ 4) ∗gamma(1+4∗walpha∗∗−1)





kurte=fomom−4∗ skewe∗fimom−6∗vare ∗ fimom∗∗2−fimom∗∗4
277 } e l s e i f ( momentsdist==”gamma” ) {
k=par1
279 gtheta=par2
#raw moments , gamma e r r o r s
281 fimom=gtheta ∗gamma(1+k ) /gamma( k )
smom=(gtheta ∗∗ 2) ∗gamma(2+k ) /gamma( k )
283 tmom=(gtheta ∗∗ 3) ∗gamma(3+k ) /gamma( k )
fomom=(gtheta ∗∗ 4) ∗gamma(4+k ) /gamma( k )




289 kurte=fomom−4∗ skewe∗fimom−6∗vare ∗ fimom∗∗2−fimom∗∗4
} e l s e i f ( momentsdist==”none” ) {
291 # check to see i f user−input moments ( usermoments ) are v a l i d
i f ( i s . numeric ( usermoments )==TRUE & i s . vec to r ( usermoments )==TRUE & length (
usermoments )==4) {
293 # user−input c e n t r a l moments
mue=usermoments [ 1 ]
295 vare=usermoments [ 2 ]
skewe=usermoments [ 3 ]
297 kurte=usermoments [ 4 ]
} e l s e { cat ( ” Error : Unrecognized moments s p e c i f i c a t i o n ” , ”\n” ) }
299 } e l s e { cat ( ” Error : Unrecognized moments s p e c i f i c a t i o n ” , ”\n” ) }
# INITIALIZATION
301 # i d e n t i t y matrix
iden = diag ( pdim )
303 # moments o f x
mu <− rep (1 , n) # mu( i )
305 s i g s q <− rep (1 , n) # s i g s q ( i )
gamma <− rep (1 , n) # t h i r d c e n t r a l moment o f x ( not skewness )
307 kappa <− rep (1 , n) # four th c e n t r a l moment o f x ( not k u r t o s i s )
# p s i hat
309 ps ih <− rep (1 , n)
# k matrix ( var iance−covar iance ) and k i n v e r s e ( observed in fo rmat ion )
311 kmat = array (NA, dim = c (pdim , pdim , n) )
kinv = array (NA, dim = c (pdim , pdim , n) )
313 # parameter e s t imate s f o r each i t e r a t i o n
thehat = array (NA, dim = c (pdim , 1 , n) )
315 # d e r i v a t i v e o f p s i and second d e r i v a t i v e o f p s i
d e r p s i<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
317 de r2ps i<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , pdim )
# d e r i v a t i v e o f mu, s i g s q ; second d e r i v a t e s o f mu, s i g s q
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319 dermu<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
d e r s i g s q<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
321 der2mu<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , pdim )
d e r 2 s i g s q<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , pdim )
323 # d e r i v a t i v e o f m, M, quadrat i c va r i a t i on , quadrat i c cova r i a t i on , eta
derm<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
325 derqm<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
dervm<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
327 dervqm<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
dere ta<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
329 # optimal a and b
a s t r<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
331 bs t r<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
# INITIAL VALUES
333 # CHANGE mod
i f ( a r i n i t v a l==”TRUE” ) {
335 i n i t i a l<− f i n i t v a l . logacd1 (x , 1 , 1 , m)
i n i t i a l<− as . numeric ( c ( i n i t i a l [ 3 ] , i n i t i a l [ 1 ] , i n i t i a l [ 2 ] ) )
337 cat ( ”The i n i t i a l va lue s from an AR(m) f i t are : ” , i n i t i a l , ”\n” )
# omega , alpha , beta i n i t i a l va lue s
339 } e l s e i f ( a r i n i t v a l==”FALSE” ) {
# check to see i f user−input i n i t i a l va lue s ( i n i t v a l ) are v a l i d
341 i f ( i s . numeric ( i n i t v a l )==TRUE & length ( i n i t v a l )==pdim ) {
i n i t i a l <− c ( i n i t v a l [ 1 ] , i n i t v a l [ 2 ] , i n i t v a l [ 3 ] )
343 cat ( ”The user−input i n i t i a l va lue s are : ” , i n i t i a l , ”\n” )
} e l s e { cat ( ” Error : i n v a l i d i n i t i a l va lue s input ” , ”\n” ) }
345 }
# ESTIMATING EQUATIONS
347 # Put i n i t i a l va lue s in to i n i t i a l p o s i t i o n s o f a r rays
thehat [ , , 1 ]= i n i t i a l
349 # I n i t i a l observed in fo rmat ion and var−cov matr i ce s
# CHANGE mod
351 kinv [ , , 1 ]= diag ( c (1 / ( i n i t i a l [ 1 ] / 2) ∗∗ 2 ,1 / ( i n i t i a l [ 2 ] / 2) ∗∗ 2 ,1 / ( i n i t i a l [ 3 ] / 2) ∗∗ 2)
)
kmat [ , , 1 ]= s o l v e ( kinv [ , , 1 ] )
353 # Recurs ive Est imation
# t=1
355 ps ih [1 ]= thehat [ 1 , 1 , 1 ] # omega #CHANGE mod
# t =2:n
357 f o r ( t in 2 : n) {
#CHANGE mod ( change ps i , d e r i v a t i v e o f p s i and second d e r i v a t i v e o f p s i )
359 # Def ine p s i
ps ih [ t ]= thehat [ 1 , 1 , t−1]+thehat [ 2 , 1 , t−1]∗ l og ( x [ t−1])+thehat [ 3 , 1 , t−1]∗ ps ih [ t−1]
361 # Def ine d e r i v a t i v e s o f ps ih ( t ) wrt theta : pdim∗1 vec to r
# F i r s t d e r i v a t i v e
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363 d e r p s i=matrix ( c (1 , l og ( x [ t−1]) , ps ih [ t−1]) , pdim , 1 )
# Second d e r i v a t i v e :
365 de r2ps i=matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , pdim )
# mu t , s i g s q t , gamma t , kappa t
367 mu=mue∗exp ( ps ih [ t ] )
s i g s q=vare ∗exp (2 ∗ ps ih [ t ] )
369 gamma=skewe∗exp (3 ∗ ps ih [ t ] ) # r e c a l l skewe i s th i rd c e n t r a l moment
kappa=kurte ∗exp (4 ∗ ps ih [ t ] ) # r e c a l l kurte i s f our th c e n t r a l moment
371 # Compute m( t ) and M( t )
m=x [ t ]−mu
373 qm=m∗∗2− s i g s q
# Compute Quadratic v a r i a t i o n s and covar iance
375 vm=s i g s q ∗exp (2 ∗ ps ih [ t ] )
vqm=(kurte−vare ∗∗ 2) ∗exp (4 ∗ ps ih [ t ] )
377 vmqm=skewe∗exp (3 ∗ ps ih [ t ] )
# Def ine rho ˆ2( t ) and eta ( t )
379 #rho = vare ∗ ( kurte−vare ∗∗ 2) / ( vare ∗ ( kurte−vare ∗∗ 2)−skewe∗∗ 2)
termr= 1−(vmqm∗∗2/ (vm∗vqm) )
381 rho=1/ termr
#eta = skewe/ ( vare ∗ ( kurte−vare ∗∗ 2) ∗exp (3 ∗ ps ih [ t ] ) )
383 eta=vmqm/ (vm∗vqm)
# F i r s t D e r i va t i v e s o f mu( t ) and s i g s q ( t )
385 dermu=mue∗ d e r p s i ∗exp ( ps ih [ t ] )
d e r s i g s q=2∗vare ∗ d e r p s i ∗exp (2 ∗ ps ih [ t ] )
387 # Second De r i v a t i v e s o f mu( t ) and s i g s q ( t )
der2mu=mue∗exp ( ps ih [ t ] ) ∗ ( de r2ps i+d e r p s i%∗%t ( d e r p s i ) )
389 d e r 2 s i g s q=2∗vare ∗exp (2 ∗ ps ih [ t ] ) ∗ ( de r2ps i+2∗ d e r p s i%∗%t ( d e r p s i ) )
# Def ine v e c t o r s a s t r and bs t r
391 a s t r=rho∗(−dermu/vm +d e r s i g s q ∗ eta )
b s t r=rho∗ ( dermu∗ eta − d e r s i g s q /vqm)
393 # Def ine De r i v a t i v e s o f m( i ) and M( i )
derm=−mue∗exp ( ps ih [ t ] ) ∗ d e r p s i
395 derqm=2∗m∗derm − d e r s i g s q
# De r i va t i v e s o f <m>( i ) and <M>( i )
397 dervm=2∗vare ∗exp (2 ∗ ps ih [ t ] ) ∗ d e r p s i
dervqm=4∗ ( kurte−vare ∗∗ 2) ∗exp (4 ∗ ps ih [ t ] ) ∗ d e r p s i
399 # Der iva t i ve o f eta ( i )
dere ta=−3∗ skewe∗ d e r p s i / ( vare ∗ ( kurte−vare ∗∗ 2) ∗exp (3 ∗ ps ih [ t ] ) )
401 # D er i va t i v e s o f a s t r and bs t r
# a s t r
403 terma1=(vm∗der2mu −dermu%∗%t ( derm ) ) /vm∗∗2
terma2=d e r 2 s i g s q ∗ eta+d e r s i g s q%∗%t ( dere ta )
405 d e r a s t r=−rho∗ terma1 + rho∗ terma2
# bst r
407 termb1=der2mu∗ eta + dermu%∗%t ( dermu )
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termb2=(vqm∗ d e r 2 s i g s q − d e r s i g s q%∗%t ( derqm ) ) /vqm∗∗2
409 de rb s t r=rho∗termb1−rho∗ termb2
# Compute Kinv ( t )
411 termk1=a s t r%∗%t ( derm ) + m∗ d e r a s t r
termk2=bs t r%∗%t ( derqm )+ qm∗ de rb s t r
413 kinv [ , , t ] = kinv [ , , t−1] − ( termk1+termk2 )
# Inve r t to get K( t )
415 kmat [ , , t ]= s o l v e ( kinv [ , , t ] )
# compute thehat [ t ]
417 termt=a s t r ∗m + bst r ∗qm
thehat [ , , t ]= thehat [ , , t−1]+kmat [ , , t ]%∗%termt
419 }
# ESTIMATES
421 # p r in t ( thehat [ , , 1 : n ] )
cat ( ”The parameter e s t imate s from the EE method are : ” , thehat [ , , n ] , ”\n” )
423 f i n a l e s t <− thehat [ , , n ]
} e l s e i f (p==2 & q==1) {
425 pdim <− 1+p+q # number o f parameters to be est imated
# MOMENTS
427 i f ( momentsdist==” exponent i a l ” ) {
lamda=par1





} e l s e i f ( momentsdist==” we ibu l l ” ) {
435 walpha=par1
wbeta=par2
437 #raw moments , we ibu l l e r r o r s
fimom=wbeta∗gamma(1+walpha∗∗−1)
439 smom=(wbeta∗∗ 2) ∗gamma(1+2∗walpha∗∗−1)
tmom=(wbeta∗∗ 3) ∗gamma(1+3∗walpha∗∗−1)
441 fomom=(wbeta∗∗ 4) ∗gamma(1+4∗walpha∗∗−1)




kurte=fomom−4∗ skewe∗fimom−6∗vare ∗ fimom∗∗2−fimom∗∗4
447 } e l s e i f ( momentsdist==”gamma” ) {
k=par1
449 gtheta=par2
#raw moments , gamma e r r o r s
451 fimom=gtheta ∗gamma(1+k ) /gamma( k )
smom=(gtheta ∗∗ 2) ∗gamma(2+k ) /gamma( k )
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453 tmom=(gtheta ∗∗ 3) ∗gamma(3+k ) /gamma( k )
fomom=(gtheta ∗∗ 4) ∗gamma(4+k ) /gamma( k )




459 kurte=fomom−4∗ skewe∗fimom−6∗vare ∗ fimom∗∗2−fimom∗∗4
} e l s e i f ( momentsdist==”none” ) {
461 # check to see i f user−input moments ( usermoments ) are v a l i d
i f ( i s . numeric ( usermoments )==TRUE & i s . vec to r ( usermoments )==TRUE & length (
usermoments )==4) {
463 # user−input c e n t r a l moments
mue=usermoments [ 1 ]
465 vare=usermoments [ 2 ]
skewe=usermoments [ 3 ]
467 kurte=usermoments [ 4 ]
} e l s e { cat ( ” Error : Unrecognized moments s p e c i f i c a t i o n ” , ”\n” ) }
469 } e l s e { cat ( ” Error : Unrecognized moments s p e c i f i c a t i o n ” , ”\n” ) }
# INITIALIZATION
471 # i d e n t i t y matrix
iden = diag ( pdim )
473 # moments o f x
mu <− rep (1 , n) # mu( i )
475 s i g s q <− rep (1 , n) # s i g s q ( i )
gamma <− rep (1 , n) # t h i r d c e n t r a l moment o f x ( not skewness )
477 kappa <− rep (1 , n) # four th c e n t r a l moment o f x ( not k u r t o s i s )
# p s i hat
479 ps ih <− rep (1 , n)
# k matrix ( var iance−covar iance ) and k i n v e r s e ( observed in fo rmat ion )
481 kmat = array (NA, dim = c (pdim , pdim , n) )
kinv = array (NA, dim = c (pdim , pdim , n) )
483 # parameter e s t imate s f o r each i t e r a t i o n
thehat = array (NA, dim = c (pdim , 1 , n) )
485 # d e r i v a t i v e o f p s i and second d e r i v a t i v e o f p s i
d e r p s i<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
487 de r2ps i<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , pdim )
# d e r i v a t i v e o f mu, s i g s q ; second d e r i v a t e s o f mu, s i g s q
489 dermu<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
d e r s i g s q<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
491 der2mu<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , pdim )
d e r 2 s i g s q<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , pdim )
493 # d e r i v a t i v e o f m, M, quadrat i c va r i a t i on , quadrat i c cova r i a t i on , eta
derm<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
495 derqm<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
dervm<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
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497 dervqm<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
dere ta<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
499 # optimal a and b
a s t r<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
501 bs t r<−matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , 1 )
# INITIAL VALUES
503 # CHANGE mod
i f ( a r i n i t v a l==”TRUE” ) {
505 i n i t i a l<− f i n i t v a l . logacd1 (x , 2 , 1 , m)
i n i t i a l<− as . numeric ( c ( i n i t i a l [ 4 ] , i n i t i a l [ 1 ] , i n i t i a l [ 2 ] , i n i t i a l [ 3 ] ) )
507 cat ( ”The i n i t i a l va lue s from an AR(m) f i t are : ” , i n i t i a l , ”\n” )
# omega , alpha1 , alpha2 , beta i n i t i a l va lue s
509 } e l s e i f ( a r i n i t v a l==”FALSE” ) {
# check to see i f user−input i n i t i a l va lue s ( i n i t v a l ) are v a l i d
511 i f ( i s . numeric ( i n i t v a l )==TRUE & length ( i n i t v a l )==pdim ) {
i n i t i a l <− c ( i n i t v a l [ 1 ] , i n i t v a l [ 2 ] , i n i t v a l [ 3 ] , i n i t v a l [ 4 ] )
513 cat ( ”The user−input i n i t i a l va lue s are : ” , i n i t i a l , ”\n” )
} e l s e { cat ( ” Error : i n v a l i d i n i t i a l va lue s input ” , ”\n” ) }
515 }
# ESTIMATING EQUATIONS
517 # Put i n i t i a l va lue s in to i n i t i a l p o s i t i o n s o f a r rays
thehat [ , , 1 ]= i n i t i a l
519 thehat [ , , 2 ]= thehat [ , , 1 ]
# I n i t i a l observed in fo rmat ion and var−cov matr i ce s
521 # CHANGE mod
kinv [ , , 1 ]= diag ( c (1 / ( i n i t i a l [ 1 ] / 2) ∗∗ 2 ,1 / ( i n i t i a l [ 2 ] / 2) ∗∗ 2 ,1 / ( i n i t i a l [ 3 ] / 2) ∗∗
2 ,1 / ( i n i t i a l [ 4 ] / 2) ∗∗ 2) )
523 kmat [ , , 1 ]= s o l v e ( kinv [ , , 1 ] )
kinv [ , , 2 ]= kinv [ , , 1 ]
525 kmat [ , , 2 ]= kmat [ , , 1 ]
# Recurs ive Est imation
527 # t=1 and t=2
#CHANGE mod
529 ps ih [1 ]= thehat [ 1 , 1 , 1 ] # omega
ps ih [2 ]= thehat [1 ,1 , 1 ]+ thehat [ 2 , 1 , 1 ] ∗ l og ( x [ 1 ] )+thehat [ 4 , 1 , 1 ] ∗ ps ih [ 1 ] # omega
+ alpha1 ∗ logx1 + beta ∗ ps ih1
531 # t =3:n
f o r ( t in 3 : n) {
533 #CHANGE mod ( change ps i , d e r i v a t i v e o f p s i and second d e r i v a t i v e o f p s i )
# Def ine p s i
535 ps ih [ t ]= thehat [ 1 , 1 , t−1]+thehat [ 2 , 1 , t−1]∗ l og ( x [ t−1])+thehat [ 3 , 1 , t−1]∗ l og ( x [ t
−2])+thehat [ 4 , 1 , t−1]∗ ps ih [ t−1]
# Def ine d e r i v a t i v e s o f ps ih ( t ) wrt theta : pdim∗1 vec to r
537 # F i r s t d e r i v a t i v e
d e r p s i=matrix ( c (1 , l og ( x [ t−1]) , l og ( x [ t−2]) , ps ih [ t−1]) , pdim , 1 )
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539 # Second d e r i v a t i v e :
de r2ps i=matrix ( rep (0 ) , pdim , pdim )
541 # mu t , s i g s q t , gamma t , kappa t
mu=mue∗exp ( ps ih [ t ] )
543 s i g s q=vare ∗exp (2 ∗ ps ih [ t ] )
gamma=skewe∗exp (3 ∗ ps ih [ t ] ) # r e c a l l skewe i s th i rd c e n t r a l moment
545 kappa=kurte ∗exp (4 ∗ ps ih [ t ] ) # r e c a l l kurte i s f our th c e n t r a l moment
# Compute m( t ) and M( t )
547 m=x [ t ]−mu
qm=m∗∗2− s i g s q
549 # Compute Quadratic v a r i a t i o n s and covar iance
vm=s i g s q ∗exp (2 ∗ ps ih [ t ] )
551 vqm=(kurte−vare ∗∗ 2) ∗exp (4 ∗ ps ih [ t ] )
vmqm=skewe∗exp (3 ∗ ps ih [ t ] )
553 # Def ine rho ˆ2( t ) and eta ( t )
#rho = vare ∗ ( kurte−vare ∗∗ 2) / ( vare ∗ ( kurte−vare ∗∗ 2)−skewe∗∗ 2)
555 termr= 1−(vmqm∗∗2/ (vm∗vqm) )
rho=1/ termr
557 #eta = skewe/ ( vare ∗ ( kurte−vare ∗∗ 2) ∗exp (3 ∗ ps ih [ t ] ) )
eta=vmqm/ (vm∗vqm)
559 # F i r s t De r i v a t i v e s o f mu( t ) and s i g s q ( t )
dermu=mue∗ d e r p s i ∗exp ( ps ih [ t ] )
561 d e r s i g s q=2∗vare ∗ d e r p s i ∗exp (2 ∗ ps ih [ t ] )
# Second D er i va t i v e s o f mu( t ) and s i g s q ( t )
563 der2mu=mue∗exp ( ps ih [ t ] ) ∗ ( de r2ps i+d e r p s i%∗%t ( d e r p s i ) )
d e r 2 s i g s q=2∗vare ∗exp (2 ∗ ps ih [ t ] ) ∗ ( de r2ps i+2∗ d e r p s i%∗%t ( d e r p s i ) )
565 # Def ine ve c t o r s a s t r and bs t r
a s t r=rho∗(−dermu/vm +d e r s i g s q ∗ eta )
567 bs t r=rho∗ ( dermu∗ eta − d e r s i g s q /vqm)
# Def ine D e r i va t i v e s o f m( i ) and M( i )
569 derm=−mue∗exp ( ps ih [ t ] ) ∗ d e r p s i
derqm=2∗m∗derm − d e r s i g s q
571 # D er i va t i v e s o f <m>( i ) and <M>( i )
dervm=2∗vare ∗exp (2 ∗ ps ih [ t ] ) ∗ d e r p s i
573 dervqm=4∗ ( kurte−vare ∗∗ 2) ∗exp (4 ∗ ps ih [ t ] ) ∗ d e r p s i
# Der iva t iv e o f eta ( i )
575 dere ta=−3∗ skewe∗ d e r p s i / ( vare ∗ ( kurte−vare ∗∗ 2) ∗exp (3 ∗ ps ih [ t ] ) )
# De r i va t i v e s o f a s t r and bs t r
577 # a s t r
terma1=(vm∗der2mu −dermu%∗%t ( derm ) ) /vm∗∗2
579 terma2=d e r 2 s i g s q ∗ eta+d e r s i g s q%∗%t ( dere ta )
d e r a s t r=−rho∗ terma1 + rho∗ terma2
581 # bs t r
termb1=der2mu∗ eta + dermu%∗%t ( dermu )
583 termb2=(vqm∗ d e r 2 s i g s q − d e r s i g s q%∗%t ( derqm ) ) /vqm∗∗2
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de rb s t r=rho∗termb1−rho∗ termb2
585 # Compute Kinv ( t )
termk1=a s t r%∗%t ( derm ) + m∗ d e r a s t r
587 termk2=bs t r%∗%t ( derqm )+ qm∗ de rb s t r
kinv [ , , t ] = kinv [ , , t−1] − ( termk1+termk2 )
589 # Inve r t to get K( t )
kmat [ , , t ]= s o l v e ( kinv [ , , t ] )
591 # compute thehat [ t ]
termt=a s t r ∗m + bst r ∗qm
593 thehat [ , , t ]= thehat [ , , t−1]+kmat [ , , t ]%∗%termt
}
595 # ESTIMATES
# pr in t ( thehat [ , , 1 : n ] )
597 cat ( ”The parameter e s t imate s from the EE method are : ” , thehat [ , , n ] , ”\n” )
f i n a l e s t <− thehat [ , , n ]
599 } e l s e { cat ( ” Error : This func t i on i s only de f ined f o r the log ACD1 (1 , 1 ) and




603 # t e s t <− f s im . logacd1 (100 , 1000 , 1 , . 5 , . 3 , f e p s=”exponent i a l ” , 1) ; x <−
t e s t $x
# ee <− f e s t e q . logacd1 (x , 1 ,1 , momentsdist=”exponent i a l ” , a r i n i t v a l =”TRUE”) ;
ee
605 # ee <− f e s t e q . logacd1 (x , 2 ,1 , momentsdist=”exponent i a l ” , a r i n i t v a l =”TRUE”) ;
ee
# f e s t e q . logacd1 ( durat ions , 1 ,1 , momentsdist=”exponent i a l ” , a r i n i t v a l =”TRUE”)
607 # The i n i t i a l va lue s from an AR(m) f i t are : 0 .6171753 0.1169692 0.5546814
# The parameter e s t imate s from the EE method are : 0 .607835 0.1172964
0.5670814
609 # f e s t e q . logacd1 ( durat ions [ 1 : ( l ength ( durat ions )−4) ] , 1 ,1 , momentsdist=”
exponent i a l ” , a r i n i t v a l =”TRUE”)
# The i n i t i a l va lue s from an AR(m) f i t are : 0 .6217596 0.1172356 0.5520966
611 # The parameter e s t imate s from the EE method are : 0 .6133423 0.1175344
0.5637614
613 ########################################################################
##### MEAN ABSOLUTE PERCENTAGE ERROR (MAPE) FUNCTION
615 ########################################################################
617 # Ca l cu l a t e s the MAPE of a Log ACD1(p , q ) model us ing EE parameter e s t imate s
and AR−method i n i t i a l va lue s
# x i s the f u l l −l ength o r i g i n a l ob s e rva t i on s vec to r
619 # n i s the number o f po in t s used to f i t the Log ACD model
# L i s the number o f s t ep s to p r e d i c t from f o r e c a s t o r i g i n n
72
621 # This func t i on only works f o r o rde r s (1 , 1 ) and (2 , 1 )
# momentsdist i s the d i s t r i b u t i o n used in the EE parameter e s t imat ion
procedure
623 # For exponent i a l moments , par1=lambda
# For we ibu l l moments , par1=alpha and par2=beta
625 # For gamma moments , par1=k ( shape ) and par2=theta ( s c a l e )
# For none ( no d i s t r i b u t i o n s p e c i f i e d , look at user input moments
627
fmape . logacd1 <− f unc t i on (x , n , L , p , q , momentsdist , par1 =1, par2=1) {
629 # make sure that n and L are v a l i d
i f (n < 0 | L < 0) { cat ( ” Error : n and L must be p o s i t i v e ” ) } e l s e {
631 i f (n > l ength ( x ) ) { cat ( ” Error : P lease s p e c i f y an n <= the length o f the
observed data ” ) } e l s e {
i f (n+L > l ength ( x ) ) { cat ( ” Error : The sum of the number o f po in t s used to
f i t the model and the number o f po in t s used f o r p r e d i c t i o n must not
exceed the l ength o f the obs e rva t i on s vec to r ” ) } e l s e {
633 # d e f i n e f i t and p r e d i c t i o n par t s o f x
f i t <− x [ 1 : n ]
635 pred . a c tua l <− x [ ( n+1) : ( n+L) ]
# p s i va lue s a s s o c i a t e d with f i t part o f x
637 p s i . f i t <− l og ( x [ 1 : n ] )
# Log ACD1(1 , 1 ) Case
639 i f (p==1 & q==1) {
# EE Parameter e s t imat i on
641 i f ( momentsdist==” exponent i a l ” ) {
param <− f e s t e q . logacd1 ( f i t , 1 ,1 , momentsdist=” exponent i a l ” , par1 , par2 ,
a r i n i t v a l=”TRUE” )
643 } e l s e i f ( momentsdist==”gamma” ) {
param <− f e s t e q . logacd1 ( f i t , 1 ,1 , momentsdist=”gamma” , par1 , par2 , a r i n i t v a l=
”TRUE” )
645 } e l s e i f ( momentsdist==” we ibu l l ” ) {
param <− f e s t e q . logacd1 ( f i t , 1 ,1 , momentsdist=” we ibu l l ” , par1 , par2 ,
a r i n i t v a l=”TRUE” )
647 } e l s e { cat ( ” Error : Unrecognized moments d i s t r i b u t i o n ” ) }
# d e f i n e omega , alpha , beta e s t imate s
649 omega <− param [ 3 ] ] ; alpha <− param [ 1 ] ; beta <− param [ 2 ]
# Pred i c t i on ( j =1:L s t ep s from f o r e c a s t o r i g i n n) g iven n va lue s o f x
651 pred . p s i <− rep (NA, L)
pred . xhat <− rep (NA, L)
653 # For j=1
pred . p s i [ 1 ] <− omega + alpha ∗ l og ( x [ ( n+1)−1]) + beta ∗ p s i . f i t [ ( n+1)−1]
655 pred . xhat [ 1 ] <− exp ( pred . p s i [ 1 ] )
# For j =2:L s t ep s from n
657 f o r ( j in 2 :L) {
pred . p s i [ j ] <− omega + alpha ∗ l og ( x [ ( n+j ) −1]) + beta ∗pred . p s i [ j −1]
73
659 pred . xhat [ j ] <− exp ( pred . p s i [ j ] )
}
661 # MAPE Ca l cu la t i on
mape <− 100∗ (mean( abs ( ( pred . actua l−pred . xhat ) / pred . ac tua l ) ) )
663 cat ( ”The mean abso lu t e percentage e r r o r (MAPE) i s : ” , mape , ”\n” )
mape
665 } e l s e i f (p==2 & q==1) {
# EE Parameter e s t imat i on
667 i f ( momentsdist==” exponent i a l ” ) {
param <− f e s t e q . logacd1 ( f i t , 2 ,1 , momentsdist=” exponent i a l ” , par1 , par2 ,
a r i n i t v a l=”TRUE” )
669 } e l s e i f ( momentsdist==”gamma” ) {
param <− f e s t e q . logacd1 ( f i t , 2 ,1 , momentsdist=”gamma” , par1 , par2 , a r i n i t v a l=
”TRUE” )
671 } e l s e i f ( momentsdist==” we ibu l l ” ) {
param <− f e s t e q . logacd1 ( f i t , 2 ,1 , momentsdist=” we ibu l l ” , par1 , par2 ,
a r i n i t v a l=”TRUE” )
673 } e l s e { cat ( ” Error : Unrecognized moments d i s t r i b u t i o n ” ) }
# d e f i n e omega , alpha1 , alpha2 , beta e s t imate s
675 omega <− param [ 4 ] ; alpha1 <− param [ 1 ] ; alpha2 <− param [ 2 ] ; beta <− param [ 3 ]
# Pred i c t i on ( j =1:L s t ep s from f o r e c a s t o r i g i n n) g iven n va lue s o f x
677 pred . p s i <− rep (NA, L)
pred . xhat <− rep (NA, L)
679 # For j=1
pred . p s i [ 1 ] <− omega + alpha1 ∗ l og ( x [ ( n+1)−1]) + alpha2 ∗ l og ( x [ ( n+1)−2]) + beta
∗ p s i . f i t [ ( n+1)−1]
681 pred . xhat [ 1 ] <− exp ( pred . p s i [ 1 ] )
# For j =2:L s t ep s from n
683 f o r ( j in 2 :L) {
pred . p s i [ j ] <− omega + alpha1 ∗ l og ( x [ ( n+j ) −1]) + alpha2 ∗ l og ( x [ ( n+j ) −2]) + beta
∗pred . p s i [ j −1]
685 pred . xhat [ j ] <− exp ( pred . p s i [ j ] )
}
687 # MAPE Ca l cu la t i on
mape <− 100∗ (mean( abs ( ( pred . actua l−pred . xhat ) / pred . ac tua l ) ) )
689 cat ( ”The mean abso lu t e percentage e r r o r (MAPE) i s : ” , mape , ”\n” )
mape
691 } e l s e { cat ( ” This func t i on i s only de f ined f o r the Log ACD1(1 , 1 ) and Log






Code for Log1(1,1) Monte Carlo Simulations
1 #############################################################################
##### (1) MONTE CARLO SIMULATION − LOG ACD1(1 , 1 ) , nsim=100
3 #############################################################################
# Prior to us ing t h i s code : Load custom f u n c t i o n s
5
# number o f s imu la t i on s
7 nsim = 100
# i n i t i a l i z e s imu la t i on number
9 i s im = 1
# i n i t i a l i z e omgi , a lph i , and b e t i to s t o r e i n i t i a l va lue s a c r o s s nsim
s imu la t i on s :
11 omgi = rep (NA, nsim )
a l p i = rep (NA, nsim )
13 b e t i = rep (NA, nsim )
# i n i t i a l i z e omgh , alph , and beth to s t o r e parameter e s t imate s a c r o s s nsim
s imu la t i on s :
15 omgh = rep (NA, nsim )
alph = rep (NA, nsim )
17 beth = rep (NA, nsim )
19 # s imu la t i on setup
n <− 4000 # length o f sample a f t e r burn−in
21 nb <− 1000 # burn−in
# parameters
23 # setup 1
omg <− 1
25 alp <− 0 .5
bet <− 0 .3
27 # setup 2
# omg <− 3
29 # alp <− 0 .2
# bet <− −0.4
31 # setup 3
# omg <− 2
33 # alp <− −0.1
# bet <− . 23
35 # setup 4
# omg <− −1.5
37 # alp <− −0.2
# bet <− 0 .65
39 # d i s t r i b u t i o n
75
# setups 1 and 2
41 d i s t r <− ” exponent i a l ”
par1 = 1
43 par2 = 1
# setups 3 and 4
45 # d i s t r <− ”gamma”
# par1 = 2
47 # par2 = 0 .5
49 ###################################
## AR(m) i n i t i a l parameter e s t imate s
51 ###################################
53 s e t . seed (123457) # random seed f o r gene ra t i on
55 f o r ( i s im in 1 : nsim ) {
# simula t i on
57 sim <− f s im . logacd1 (n , nb , omg , alp , bet , f e p s=d i s t r , par1 , par2 )
x <− sim$x
59 # i n i t i a l va lue s
i n i t <− f i n i t v a l . logacd1 (x , p=1, q=1, m=10)
61 # s t o r e i n i t i a l parameter e s t imate s in to omgi , a lph i , b e t i
omgi [ i s im ] <− i n i t [ 3 ]
63 a l p i [ i s im ] <− i n i t [ 1 ]
b e t i [ i s im ] <− i n i t [ 2 ]
65 omgi <− as . numeric ( omgi ) ; a l p i <− as . numeric ( a l p i ) ; b e t i <− as . numeric ( b e t i )
}
67 q u a n t i l e ( omgi , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) )
q u a n t i l e ( a lp i , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) )
69 q u a n t i l e ( bet i , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) )
71 # sample graphs
# t s . p l o t (x , main=”Data generated from the Log ACD1(1 , 1 ) model with \n theta
=(1 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 3 ) and exponent i a l ( 1 ) e r r o r s ”)
73
###################################
75 ## EE with AR(m) i n i t i a l parameter e s t imate s
###################################
77
s e t . seed (123457) # random seed f o r gene ra t i on
79
f o r ( i s im in 1 : nsim ) {
81 # s imu la t i on
sim <− f s im . logacd1 (n , nb , omg , alp , bet , f e p s=d i s t r , par1 , par2 )
83 x <− sim$x
76
# est imat ion with AR i n i t i a l va lue s
85 try (EE <− f e s t e q . logacd1 (x , 1 ,1 , momentsdist=d i s t r , par1 , par2 , a r i n i t v a l=”
TRUE” , m=10) )
# s t o r e est imated parameters i n to omgh , alph , beth
87 omgh [ i s im ] <− EE[ 1 ]
alph [ i s im ] <− EE[ 2 ]
89 beth [ i s im ] <− EE[ 3 ]
}
91
q u a n t i l e (omgh , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
93 q u a n t i l e ( alph , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
q u a n t i l e ( beth , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
95
###################################
97 ## EE without AR(m) i n i t i a l parameter e s t imate s
###################################
99
s e t . seed (123457) # random seed f o r gene ra t i on
101
# re− i n i t i a l i z e omgh , alph , and beth to s t o r e parameter e s t imate s a c r o s s nsim
s imu la t i on s :
103 omgh = rep (NA, nsim )
alph = rep (NA, nsim )
105 beth = rep (NA, nsim )
107 f o r ( i s im in 1 : nsim ) {
# simula t i on
109 sim <− f s im . logacd1 (n , nb , omg , alp , bet , f e p s=d i s t r , par1 , par2 )
x <− sim$x
111 # es t imat i on without AR i n i t i a l va lue s
i n i t v a l 1 <− r u n i f (1 , −5, 5)
113 i n i t v a l 2 <− r u n i f (1 , −1, 1)
i n i t v a l 3 <− r u n i f (1 , −1+abs ( i n i t v a l 2 ) , 1−abs ( i n i t v a l 2 ) )
115 try (EE <− f e s t e q . logacd1 (x , 1 ,1 , momentsdist=d i s t r , par1 , par2 , a r i n i t v a l=”
FALSE” , i n i t v a l=c ( i n i t v a l 1 , i n i t v a l 2 , i n i t v a l 3 ) ) )
# s t o r e est imated parameters i n to omgh , alph , beth
117 omgh [ i s im ] <− EE[ 1 ]
alph [ i s im ] <− EE[ 2 ]
119 beth [ i s im ] <− EE[ 3 ]
}
121
q u a n t i l e (omgh , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
123 q u a n t i l e ( alph , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
q u a n t i l e ( beth , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
77
Code for Log1(2,1) Monte Carlo Simulations
#############################################################################
2 ##### (2) MONTE CARLO SIMULATION − LOG ACD1(2 , 1 ) , nsim=100
#############################################################################
4 # Pr ior to us ing t h i s code : Load custom f u n c t i o n s
6 # number o f s imu la t i on s
nsim = 100
8 # i n i t i a l i z e s imu la t i on number
i s im = 1
10 # i n i t i a l i z e omgi , a lph i , and b e t i to s t o r e i n i t i a l va lue s a c r o s s nsim
s imu la t i on s :
omgi = rep (NA, nsim )
12 a l p i 1 = rep (NA, nsim )
a l p i 2 = rep (NA, nsim )
14 b e t i = rep (NA, nsim )
# i n i t i a l i z e omgh , alph , and beth to s t o r e parameter e s t imate s a c r o s s nsim
s imu la t i on s :
16 omgh = rep (NA, nsim )
alph1 = rep (NA, nsim )
18 alph2 = rep (NA, nsim )
beth = rep (NA, nsim )
20
# s imu la t i on setup
22 n <− 4000 # length o f sample a f t e r burn−in
nb <− 1000 # burn−in
24 # parameters
# setup 1
26 # omg <− 10
# alp1 <− 0 .1
28 # alp2 <− −0.5
# bet <− 0 .06
30 # setup 2
omg <− 5
32 alp1 <− −0.11
alp2 <− −0.6
34 bet <− −0.2
78
# d i s t r i b u t i o n
36 # setup 1
# d i s t r <− ” exponent i a l ”
38 # par1 = 1
# par2 = 1
40 # setup 2
d i s t r <− ”gamma”
42 par1 = 2
par2 = 0 .5
44
###################################
46 ## AR(m) i n i t i a l parameter e s t imate s and EE us ing user−input i n i t i a l
parameter e s t imate s from the AR(m) es t imat ion
###################################
48
s e t . seed (123457) # random seed f o r gene ra t i on
50
f o r ( i s im in 1 : nsim ) {
52 # s imu la t i on
sim <− f s im . logacd1 (n , nb , omg , c ( alp1 , a lp2 ) , bet , f e p s=d i s t r , par1 , par2 )
54 x <− sim$x
# AR i n i t i a l va lue s
56 try ( i n i t <− f i n i t v a l . logacd1 (x , p=2, q=1, m=12) )
# s t o r e i n i t i a l parameter e s t imate s in to omgi , a lph i , b e t i
58 omgi [ i s im ] <− i n i t [ 4 ]
a l p i 1 [ i s im ] <− i n i t [ 1 ]
60 a l p i 2 [ i s im ] <− i n i t [ 2 ]
b e t i [ i s im ] <− i n i t [ 3 ]
62 # es t imat i on with user−input AR i n i t i a l va lue s
t ry (EE <− f e s t e q . logacd1 (x , p=2,q=1, momentsdist=d i s t r , par1 , par2 , a r i n i t v a l
=”FALSE” , i n i t v a l=c ( as . numeric ( omgi [ i s im ] ) , as . numeric ( a l p i 1 [ i s im ] ) , as .
numeric ( a l p i 2 [ i s im ] ) , as . numeric ( b e t i [ i s im ] ) ) ) )
64 # s t o r e EE est imated parameters i n to omgh , alph , beth
omgh [ i s im ] <− EE[ 1 ]
66 alph1 [ i s im ] <− EE[ 2 ]
alph2 [ i s im ] <− EE[ 3 ]
68 beth [ i s im ] <− EE[ 4 ]
}
70
omgi <− as . numeric ( omgi )
72 a l p i 1 <− as . numeric ( a l p i 1 )
a l p i 2 <− as . numeric ( a l p i 2 )
74 b e t i <− as . numeric ( b e t i )
76 q u a n t i l e ( omgi , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
79
q u a n t i l e ( a lp i1 , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
78 q u a n t i l e ( a lp i2 , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
q u a n t i l e ( bet i , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
80
q u a n t i l e (omgh , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
82 q u a n t i l e ( alph1 , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
q u a n t i l e ( alph2 , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
84 q u a n t i l e ( beth , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
86 # GRAPHS
windows ( )
88 par ( mfrow=c (4 , 2 ) )
h i s t ( omgi , 12 , main=” I n i t i a l parameter e s t imate s o f omega” ) ; h i s t (omgh , 12 ,
main=”EE es t imate s o f omega” )
90 h i s t ( a lp i1 , 12 , main=” I n i t i a l parameter e s t imate s o f alpha1 ” ) ; h i s t ( alph1 ,
12 , main=”EE es t imate s o f alpha1 ” )
h i s t ( a lp i2 , 12 , main=” I n i t i a l parameter e s t imate s o f alpha2 ” ) ; h i s t ( alph2 , 12 ,
main=”EE es t imate s o f alpha2 ” )
92 h i s t ( bet i , 12 , main=” I n i t i a l parameter e s t imate s o f beta ” ) ; h i s t ( beth , 1 2 , main
=”EE es t imate s o f beta ” )
94 ###################################
## EE without AR(m) i n i t i a l parameter e s t imate s
96 ###################################
98 s e t . seed (123457) # random seed f o r gene ra t i on
100 # re− i n i t i a l i z e parameter s t o rage ve c to r s :
omgh = rep (NA, nsim )
102 alph1 = rep (NA, nsim )
alph2 = rep (NA, nsim )
104 beth = rep (NA, nsim )
106 f o r ( i s im in 1 : nsim ) {
# simula t i on
108 sim <− f s im . logacd1 (n , nb , omg , c ( alp1 , a lp2 ) , bet , f e p s=d i s t r , par1 , par2 )
x <− sim$x
110 # es t imat i on without AR i n i t i a l va lue s
i n i t v a l 1 <− r u n i f (1 , 4 , 8)
112 i n i t v a l 2 <− r u n i f (1 , −0.3 , 0)
i n i t v a l 3 <− r u n i f (1 , −0.9 , −0.5)
114 i n i t v a l 4 <− r u n i f (1 , −0.3 , 0)
t ry (EE <− f e s t e q . logacd1 (x , p=2,q=1, momentsdist=d i s t r , par1 , par2 , a r i n i t v a l
=”FALSE” , i n i t v a l=c ( i n i t v a l 1 , i n i t v a l 2 , i n i t v a l 3 , i n i t v a l 4 ) ) )
116 # s t o r e est imated parameters i n to omgh , alph , beth
80
omgh [ i s im ] <− EE[ 1 ]
118 alph1 [ i s im ] <− EE[ 2 ]
alph2 [ i s im ] <− EE[ 3 ]
120 beth [ i s im ] <− EE[ 4 ]
}
122
q u a n t i l e (omgh , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
124 q u a n t i l e ( alph1 , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
q u a n t i l e ( alph2 , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
126 q u a n t i l e ( beth , probs=c ( 0 . 0 5 , . 2 5 , . 5 , . 7 5 , . 9 5 ) , na . rm=TRUE)
128 # GRAPHS
windows ( )
130 par ( mfrow=c (2 , 2 ) )
h i s t (omgh , 12 , main=”EE es t imate s o f omega” )
132 h i s t ( alph1 , 12 , main=”EE es t imate s o f alpha1 ” )
h i s t ( alph2 , 12 , main=”EE es t imate s o f alpha2 ” )
134 h i s t ( beth , 1 2 , main=”EE es t imate s o f beta ” )
Code for Processing and Analyzing IBM duration data7
########################################################################
2 ##### DESCRIPTION OF DATA
########################################################################
4 # Note : in the i n t e r e s t s o f sav ing space , the raw data are not provided in
the appendix .
6 ##################
# READ IN RAW IBM DATA
8 ##################
# Change path to l o c a t i o n o f the data
10 rawIBM <− read . t a b l e ( ”C: // Users // L i l i a n //Documents//2014 Spring // . . . ” , header=
T)
# Change the c l a s s o f $ time from a f a c t o r v a r i a b l e to date / time ( note : date
w i l l be the cur rent date )
12 rawIBM$ time <− s t rpt ime (rawIBM$time , format=”%H:%M:%S” )
# rawIBM i s in r e v e r s e c h r o n o l o g i c a l order by time . So i n v e r t i t .
7 Raw transaction-by-transaction IBM stock data was collected from NASDAQ over the course of the
trading day on 9/13/2012 by Chen Ge
81
14 rawIBM <− rawIBM [ order ( nrow (rawIBM) : 1 ) , ]
rownames (rawIBM) <− as . cha rac t e r ( seq (1 , l ength (rawIBM$ time ) ,1 ) )
16
##################
18 # EXTRACT DURATIONS
##################
20 # An event occurs i f the p r i c e d i f f e r e n c e between two cons e cu t i v e t rade s
exceeds some c r i t i c a l va lue
c r i t <− 0 .0125
22 # keep only the time and p r i c e columns
IBMdata <− rawIBM [ , 1 : 2 ]
24 attach ( IBMdata )
# INITIALIZATION
26 # i n i t i a l i z e a new v a r i a b l e event={1 i f an event occurred , 0 otherwi s e } that
i s indexed by i
event <− rep (NA, nrow ( IBMdata ) )
28 # i n i t i a l i z e t , which w i l l s t o r e the p o s i t i o n at which an event occurs
t <− 1
30 # i n i t i a l i z e i , which w i l l s t a r t at 2 s i n c e that i s the time at which the
f i r s t event can occur
i <− 2
32 # FOR LOOP
f o r ( i in 2 : nrow ( IBMdata ) ) {
34 # i f an event occurs ( i . e . , | p r i c e at time i − p r i c e at prev ious event time |
>= c r i t i c a l va lue )
i f ( abs ( p r i c e [ i ]− p r i c e [ t ] )>=c r i t ) {
36 # s e t event [ i ]=1
event [ i ] <− 1
38 # s t o r e the p o s i t i o n at which the event occurred as t ( so i t can be compared
to the next observed p r i c e in the next loop )
t <− i
40 # i f an event does not occur
} e l s e {
42 # s e t event [ i ]=0
event [ i ] <− 0
44 }
}
46 # bind event with IBMdata
IBMdata <− cbind ( IBMdata , event )
48 # d e f i n e a r r i v a l times , which are the t imes a s s o c i a t e d with an event
occur r ing ( t imes such that event =1)
ar r . t imes <− time [ event==1]
50 # d e f i n e the number o f cumulat ive events
cum . events <− rep (NA, nrow ( IBMdata ) )
52 f o r ( i in 2 : nrow ( IBMdata ) ) {
82
cum . events [ i ] <− sum( event [ 2 : i ] )
54 }
# d e f i n e durat ions , which are the non−zero t imes between events
56 durat ions <− as . numeric ( d i f f ( a r r . t imes ) [ d i f f ( a r r . t imes ) !=0 ] )





62 windows ( )
par ( mfrow=c (3 , 1 ) )
64 p l o t ( time [ 1 : 1 5 0 ] , cum . events [ 1 : 1 5 0 ] , type=” l ” , ylab=”number o f events ” , xlab=
” time ” , main=”Cumulative number o f events ” )
p l o t ( time [ 1 : 1 5 0 ] , event [ 1 : 1 5 0 ] , type=”h” , ylab=” event (1 i f event occurred , 0
otherwi s e ) ” , xlab=” time ” , main=” Occurrence o f events ” ) ; a b l i n e (h=0)
66 p l o t ( a r r . t imes [ d i f f ( a r r . t imes ) !=0 ] [ 2 : 4 5 ] , durat ions [ 1 : 4 4 ] , type=”h” , ylab=”
durat ions ( s ec ) ” , xlab=” time ” , main=” Durations ” )
# the i t h durat ion i s a s s o c i a t e d with the time from event i−1 to event i
68 # shor t durat ions are a s s o c i a t e d with qu i ck ly occur r ing events ; long
durat ions are a s s o c i a t e d with s l ow ly occur r ing events
70 # DURATIONS SERIES
windows ( )
72 p l o t ( a r r . t imes [ d i f f ( a r r . t imes ) !=0 ] [ 2 : 2 7 8 7 ] , durat ions , type=” l ” , xlab=” time ” ,
main=” Durations in IBM stock over the course o f one t rad ing day” )
74 # ACF
ac f ( durat ions )
76
detach ( IBMdata )
78
########################################################################
80 ##### ACD MODEL FITTING
########################################################################
82 # Note : This por t i on o f the code uses the func t i on ACD.CMLE, which was
wr i t t en by Ruey S . Tsay , and i s not provided in t h i s appendix . The code
i s c i t e d in the r e f e r e n c e s s e c t i o n .
# Pr ior to us ing t h i s code : Load durat ion data and the ACD.CMLE func t i on
84
x <− durat ions
86 n <− l ength ( durat ions )−5
L <− 5
88
# d e f i n e f i t and p r e d i c t i o n par t s o f x
90 f i t <− x [ 1 : n ]
83
pred . ac tua l <− x [ ( n+1) : ( n+L) ]
92 # p s i va lue s a s s o c i a t e d with f i t part o f x
p s i . f i t <− x [ 1 : n ]
94
# d e f i n e omega , alpha , beta e s t imate s
96 acdparam <− ACD.CMLE( durat ions , order=c (1 , 1 ) , cond . d i s t=”exp” , i n i . e s t=NULL)
omega <− acdparam$ es t imate s [ 1 ] ; alpha <− acdparam$ es t imate s [ 2 ] ; beta <−
acdparam$ es t imate s [ 3 ]
98
# Pred i c t i on ( j =1:L s t ep s from f o r e c a s t o r i g i n n) g iven n va lue s o f x
100 pred . p s i <− rep (NA, L)
pred . xhat <− rep (NA, L)
102 # For j =1, time n+1
pred . p s i [ 1 ] <− omega + alpha ∗x [ n ] + beta ∗ p s i . f i t [ n ]
104 pred . xhat [ 1 ] <− pred . p s i [ 1 ]
# For j =2:L s t ep s from n , time n+j
106 f o r ( j in 2 :L) {
pred . p s i [ j ] <− omega + alpha ∗ ( x [ ( n+j ) −1]) + beta ∗pred . p s i [ j −1]
108 pred . xhat [ j ] <− pred . p s i [ j ]
}
110 # MAPE Ca l cu la t i on
mape <− 100∗ (mean( abs ( ( pred . actua l−pred . xhat ) / pred . ac tua l ) ) )
112 mape
114 # F i t t i n g the model
# Redef ine and i n i t i a l i z e p s i . f i t and x . f i t
116 p s i . f i t <− rep (1 , l ength ( x ) )
x . f i t <−rep (1 , l ength ( x ) )
118
# For t=1
120 p s i . f i t [ 1 ] <− x [ 1 ]
x . f i t [ 1 ] <− p s i . f i t [ 1 ]
122 # For t =2:n
f o r ( t in 2 : l ength ( x ) ) {
124 p s i . f i t [ t ] = omega + alpha ∗x [ t−1] + beta ∗ p s i . f i t [ t−1]




130 p l o t (x , type=” l ” , main=” Fi t t ed ACD model aga in s t IBM durat ions ” )
l i n e s ( x . f i t , type=” l ” , c o l=” gold ” )
132
windows ( )
134 par ( mfrow=c (1 , 2 ) )
84
h i s t ( x [ 1 : n ] / p s i . f i t [ 1 : n ] , main=”Histogram of ACD r e s i d u a l s ” )
136 ac f ( x [ 1 : n ] / p s i . f i t [ 1 : n ] , main=”ACF of ACD r e s i d u a l s ” )
138 ########################################################################
##### LOG ACD MODEL FITTING
140 ########################################################################
# Prior to us ing t h i s code : Load durat ion data and custom f u n c t i o n s
142
x <− durat ions
144 L <− 5 # obse rva t i on s withheld
n <− l ength ( durat ions )−L # obse rva t i on s used to f i t model
146
# EE parameter e s t imat i on
148 # param <− f e s t e q . logacd1 ( durat ions [ 1 : n ] , 1 ,1 , momentsdist=”we ibu l l ” , 9 , 1 ,
a r i n i t v a l =”TRUE”)
# The i n i t i a l va lue s from an AR(m) f i t are : 0 .6171753 0.1169692 0.5546814




154 fmape . logacd1 ( durat ions , l ength ( durat ions )−L , L , 1 , 1 , momentsdist=”
exponent i a l ” , 100 , 1)
#2
156 fmape . logacd1 ( durat ions , l ength ( durat ions )−L , L , 1 , 1 , momentsdist=”gamma” ,




162 param <− f e s t e q . logacd1 ( durat ions [ 1 : n ] , 1 ,1 , momentsdist=” exponent i a l ” , 1 ,
a r i n i t v a l=”TRUE” )
omega <− param [ 3 ]
164 alpha <− param [ 1 ]
beta <− param [ 2 ]
166
# d e f i n e f i t and p r e d i c t i o n par t s o f x
168 f i t <− x [ 1 : n ]
pred . ac tua l <− x [ ( n+1) : ( n+L) ]
170 # p s i va lue s a s s o c i a t e d with f i t part o f x (known va lues o f x )
p s i . f i t <− l og ( x [ 1 : n ] )
172
174 # Pred i c t i on ( j =1:L s t ep s from f o r e c a s t o r i g i n n) g iven n va lues o f x
85
pred . p s i <− rep (NA, L)
176 pred . xhat <− rep (NA, L)
# For j=1
178 pred . p s i [ 1 ] <− omega + alpha ∗ l og ( x [ ( n+1)−1]) + beta ∗ p s i . f i t [ ( n+1)−1]
pred . xhat [ 1 ] <− exp ( pred . p s i [ 1 ] )
180 # For j =2:L s t ep s from n
f o r ( j in 2 :L) {
182 pred . p s i [ j ] <− omega + alpha ∗ l og ( x [ ( n+j ) −1]) + beta ∗pred . p s i [ j −1]
pred . xhat [ j ] <− exp ( pred . p s i [ j ] )
184 }
# MAPE Ca lcu la t i on




190 # I n i t i a l i z e p s i . f i t and x . f i t
p s i . f i t <− rep (1 , l ength ( x ) )
192 x . f i t <−rep (1 , l ength ( x ) )
194 # For t=1
p s i . f i t [ 1 ] <− l og ( x [ 1 ] )
196 x . f i t [ 1 ] <− exp ( p s i . f i t [ 1 ] )
# For t =2:n
198 f o r ( t in 2 : l ength ( x ) ) {
p s i . f i t [ t ] = omega + alpha ∗ l og ( x [ t−1]) + beta ∗ p s i . f i t [ t−1]




204 windows ( )
par ( mfrow=c (2 , 2 ) )
206 p l o t (x , type=” l ” , main=” Fi t t ed Log ACD model aga in s t IBM durat ions ” )
l i n e s ( x . f i t , type=” l ” , c o l=” gold ” )
208 ac f (x , l ag . max=100 , main= ”ACF of IBM durat ions ” )
210 h i s t ( x [ 1 : n ] /exp ( p s i . f i t [ 1 : n ] ) , f r e q=FALSE, xlab=” r e s i d u a l s ” , main=”Histogram
of Log ACD r e s i d u a l s ” )
a c f ( x [ 1 : n ] /exp ( p s i . f i t [ 1 : n ] ) , l ag . max=100 , main=”ACF of Log ACD r e s i d u a l s ” )
86
